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We provide complete and self-contained formulas about localization of mass-
less/massive Abelian gauge fields on topological solitons in generic D dimensions
via a field dependent gauge kinetic term. The localization takes place when a sta-
bilizer (a scalar field) is condensed in the topological soliton. We show that the
localized gauge bosons are massless when the stabilizer is neutral. On the other
hand, they become massive for the charged stabilizer as a consequence of interplay
between the localization mechanism and the Higgs mechanism. For concreteness, we
give two examples in six dimensions. The one is domain wall intersections and the
other is an axially symmetric soliton background.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The idea that our world is a four-dimensional hyper surface (a 3-brane) in higher-
dimensional spacetime has been widely studied for decades. Such models are called brane-
world models. By utilizing geometry of the extra dimensions, the brane-world models can
solve many unsatisfactory problems of the Standard Model (SM), as provided by the seminal
works [1–4].
A conventional setup of the brane-world models is that extra dimensions are prepared as
a compact manifold/orbifold. Namely, our four-dimensional spacetime is treated differently
from the extra dimensions. Furthermore, 3-branes are introduced by hand as non-dynamical
objects which are infinitely thin. In order to make the models more natural, we can harness
topology of extra dimensions. The idea is quite simple [5]: Dynamical compactification of the
extra dimensions and dynamical creation of 3-branes originate in a spontaneous symmetry
breaking in a vacuum. Namely, it gives rise to a topologically stable soliton/defect of a finite
width. The topology ensures not only stability of the brane but also the presence of chiral
matters localized on the brane [5, 6]. In addition, graviton can be trapped [7–12].
In contrast, localizing massless gauge bosons, especially non-Abelian gauge bosons, is
quite difficult. There were many works so far [13–36]. However, each of these has some
advantages/disadvantages and there seems to be only little universal understanding. Then a
new mechanism utilizing a field dependent gauge kinetic term (field dependent permeability)
−β(φi)2FMNFMN , (M,N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, · · · , D − 1), (1)
came out in Ref. [37] where φi are scalar fields which we call stabilizer throughout this paper.
This is a semi-classical realization of the confining phase [1, 38–43]. Recently, one of the
author and the collaborators have tried to improve the brane-world models with topological
solitons by using (1) [44–52]. Brief highlights of the results are the following: Ref. [48]
provided the geometric Higgs mechanism which is the conventional Higgs mechanism driven
by the positions of multiple domain walls in an extra dimension, similarly to D-branes in
superstring theories. Then the geometric Higgs mechanism was applied to SU(5) Grand
Unified Theory in Ref. [49]. However, in these early works, treatment of gauge fixing was
partially unsatisfactory. In order to resolve this point, we have developed analysis by ex-
tending the Rξ gauge under spatially modulated backgrounds in any spacetime dimensions
D [50]. Then, we gave a new attempt in Ref.[51] that the SM Higgs field plays a role of the
3stabilizer φi in a D = 5 model. The latest development along this direction is that the same
localization mechanism can be applied not only on vector fields but also scalars and tensors
in Ref. [52]. Another group also recently studied the SM in a similar model with β2 taken
as a given background in D = 5 [53–55].
The purpose of this paper is to provide complete and self-contained formula about lo-
calization of massless/massive Abelian gauge fields on topological solitons in generic D
dimensions via the field dependent gauge kinetic term (1). The basic template is a do-
main wall in a D = 5 model with stabilizers φi which are neutral to the would-be localized
gauge fields. Such models have been studied in Ref. [37, 44–49]. We firstly reanalyze it
with the extended Rξ gauge to provide more complete arguments in Sec. II. Then, there
are two directions for extending the basic template. The one is to go to higher dimensions
D ≥ 6, and the other is to make the neutral stabilizers φi charged to the would-be localized
gauge fields. The former direction has been investigated in Ref.[50] which we will give a
review with several improvements especially on divergence-free parts of extra-dimensional
components of the gauge fields in Sec. III. The latter extension that localization of gauge
fields by charged stabilizers was applied to the SM in D = 5 dimensions [51]. In Ref. [51],
the charged stabilizer is nothing but the SM Higgs field. Therefore, the Higgs field plays
three roles: breaking of the electroweak symmetry, generating fermion masses, and localizing
the electroweak gauge bosons on the domain wall. Since details on gauge field localization
by the charged stabilizer were not given in Ref. [51], in this work we will give a complete
formula in details for accounting localization mechanism which occurs together with the
Higgs mechanism in Sec. IV. Finally, we proceed to unify the two directions into the most
generic models in D ≥ 6 with charged stabilizers. In general, fluctuations are mixed each
other under a soliton background, so that it is not easy to distinguish which field is physical
or unphysical. To overcome this difficulty, we will carefully analyze the small fluctuations
in the extended Rξ gauge in Sec. V, and succeed in cleaning up related Lagrangian up to
quadratic order of the fluctuations, and providing a simple and compact formula. With the
formula at hand, it becomes easy for us to obtain physical mass spectra appearing in a low
energy effective theory on topological solitons for generic models. To be concrete, we give
examples in Sec. VI. The first example is an intersection of two normal domain walls in
D = 6 dimensions. We will find an extremely good approximation which allow us to com-
pute analytically mass spectra localized on an intersecting point. In the second example,
4we take an axially symmetric background on the assumption that the topological soliton is
a vortex-type soliton in D = 6.
For both cases that the stabilizer is neutral and/or charged, our formula provides us a
transparent road to obtain the physical mass spectra, and to specify the lightest degrees
of freedom in the low energy effective theory. We will figure out that the lightest fields
are massless four-dimensional gauge bosons and Nambu-Goldstone fields for the neutral
stabilizer. There are infinite tower of Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes but there is a large mass
gap (of order inverse soliton width) between the low-lying mode and the higher KK modes.
Once we replace the neutral stabilizer by charged one, the Higgs mechanism occurs together
with localization of the gauge fields. As a result, the lowest mass mode becomes the massive
four-dimensional gauge field, and the heavy KK modes follow with the large mass gap. We
should stress that the scalar fields originated from the extra-dimensional components of the
gauge fields are always above the large mass gap, so that they do not supply any low-lying
physical degrees of freedom.
The organization on the paper is the following. The basic template of the localization
mechanism with neutral stabilizers in D = 5 is given in Sec. II. The extension of Sec. II with
the neutral stabilizers in higher dimensions D ≥ 5 is explained in Sec. III. Sec. IV is devoted
to explain the other generalization of Sec. II with charged stabilizers in D = 5. Then, the
most generic models with charged stabilizers in higher dimensions D ≥ 6 is studied in Sec. V.
Several concrete examples in D = 6 are given in Sec. VI, and concluding remarks are given
in Sec. VII.
II. LOCALIZATION BY A NEUTRAL STABILIZER IN D = 5
A. The model
We consider the following Lagrangian in non-compact five dimensions,
L(H,T,AM) = Lg(H,AM) + Ls(H,T ), (2)
Lg(H,AM) = −β(H)2FMNFMN , (3)
5where M,N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and H is a complex scalar field, T is a real scalar field, and AM
is a U(1) gauge field. The field strength is given by
FMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM . (4)
For L to be real, β should be a real functional of H. The scalar Lagrangian Ls(H,T ) depends
on H and T as
Ls(H,T ) = ∂MH∂MH∗ + ∂MT∂MT − V (H,T ). (5)
As we will see below, T is responsible for generating a non-trivial soliton background con-
figuration, and H plays an important role for localizing gauge fields on the soliton. We will
refer to H as a stabilizer. In this section, we will also assume that both H and T are neutral
under the gauge transformation associated with the gauge field AM ; Namely, they do not
interact with the gauge field AM through conventional covariant derivatives. Nevertheless,
the neutral stabilizer H can couple to AM through the factor β2 in front of the F2 term.
Clearly, if β is a constant, the Lagrangian reduces to a conventional minimal one. Note that
β2 can be interpreted as an extension of inverse square of a gauge coupling constant which
can be a function of the stabilizer H.
The Euler-Lagrange equations of the model read
∂M∂
MH +
∂V
∂H∗
= −2β ∂β
∂H∗
FMNFMN , (6)
∂M∂
MT +
∂V
∂T
= 0, (7)
∂M
(
β2FMN) = 0. (8)
Clearly, AM = 0 solves the last equation. Then, we are left with the first two equations
with zeros at the right hand sides. Hereafter, we will assume that H and T take a nontriv-
ial background configuration depending only on the extra-dimensional coordinate y = x4.
Such configurations generically appear as a topological soliton when a discrete symmetry is
spontaneously broken.
B. An illustrative example
Before describing a generic model, let us make a pause for illustrating relevant phenomena
through one of the simplest example in D = 5. Let us consider the scalar potential
V = Ω2|H|2 + λ2 (T 2 + |H|2 − v2)2 . (9)
6The model has the U(1) global symmetry H → eiαH, and the Z2 symmetry T → −T . When
Ω2 > 0, there are two discrete vacua (H,T ) = (0,±v). Thus, the Z2 symmetry is sponta-
neously broken, which gives rise to a topologically stable domain wall: It is straightforward
to verify that the analytic domain wall solution is given by
T0 = v tanh Ω(y − y0), H0 = eiα0vH sech Ω(y − y0), (Ω < λv) , (10)
where y0 and α0 are real moduli parameters, and we defined vH ≡
√
v2 − Ω2
λ2
. The Z2 sym-
metry is recovered at the center of domain wall y = y0, whereas the unbroken symmetries at
the vacua, namely the translational symmetry and the U(1) global symmetry, are sponta-
neously broken only near the domain wall. This locally broken symmetries are responsible
for the presence of the moduli parameters under the Nambu-Goldstone theorem. Another
domain wall solution is known for Ω ≥ λv as
T0 = v tanhλv(y − y0), H0 = 0, (Ω ≥ λv) . (11)
Here, the global U(1) symmetry is unbroken everywhere. Thus, there is only the translational
moduli parameter y0.
Either the translational symmetry or the global U(1) symmetry is broken in the vicinity
of the domain wall whereas they are not broken at the vacua. Therefore, we expect the
corresponding zero modes are localized on the domain wall. This can easily be verified by
perturbing the background solution as
T = T0(y) + τ(x
µ, y), H =
 h1 + ih2 for Ω ≥ λveiϑ(xµ,y) {H0(y) + h(xµ, y)} for Ω < λv (12)
where τ , h1,2, h and ϑ are real. In the following, we will set y0 = α0 = 0 just for ease of
the notation. Plugging these into the Lagrangian Ls(T,H) and taking the terms quadratic
in the fluctuations (we will shortly take fluctuations of the gauge fields into account below),
we find
L(2)s =
 −~ξ † (∂µ∂µ +M2) ~ξ for Ω ≥ λv−~ξ T (∂µ∂µ +M2) ~ξ −H20 ϑ (∂µ∂µ −H−20 ∂yH20∂y)ϑ for Ω < λv . (13)
where we defined
~ξ =
 τ
h1 + ih2
 for Ω ≥ λv, ~ξ =
 τ
h
 for Ω < λv, (14)
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~⌅(0)
<latexit sha1_base64="b2loWT7NoGC Htuy/oRX1I7ir8gM=">AAACcHichVFNLwNBGH66vuujxUXi4KOp4NC8FQlxarg4t mg10ZLdNZjY7q7dbZNq/AF/wMEFiYj4GS7+gIOfIG4qcXHwdruJ0OCdzMwzz7zPO 8/MaLYhXY/oKaS0tXd0dnX3hHv7+gci0cGhnGuVHV1kdcuwnLymusKQpsh60jNE3n aEWtIMsakdrjT2NyvCcaVlbnhVWxRL6r4p96SuekwVCxWhF/JyuzZNMyc70RglyI /xVpAMQAxBpK3oDQrYhQUdZZQgYMJjbECFy20LSRBs5oqoMecwkv6+wAnCrC1zlu AMldlDHvd5tRWwJq8bNV1frfMpBneHleOI0yPdUp0e6I6e6ePXWjW/RsNLlWetqRX 2TuR0ZP39X1WJZw8HX6o/PXvYw6LvVbJ322cat9Cb+srxWX19aS1em6IremH/l/R E93wDs/KmX2fE2jnC/AHJn8/dCnJziSTjzHwstRx8RTdGMYlpfu8FpLCKNLJ87hH OcIHL0KsyoowpE81UJRRohvEtlNlPAUeOhg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2loWT7NoGC Htuy/oRX1I7ir8gM=">AAACcHichVFNLwNBGH66vuujxUXi4KOp4NC8FQlxarg4t mg10ZLdNZjY7q7dbZNq/AF/wMEFiYj4GS7+gIOfIG4qcXHwdruJ0OCdzMwzz7zPO 8/MaLYhXY/oKaS0tXd0dnX3hHv7+gci0cGhnGuVHV1kdcuwnLymusKQpsh60jNE3n aEWtIMsakdrjT2NyvCcaVlbnhVWxRL6r4p96SuekwVCxWhF/JyuzZNMyc70RglyI /xVpAMQAxBpK3oDQrYhQUdZZQgYMJjbECFy20LSRBs5oqoMecwkv6+wAnCrC1zlu AMldlDHvd5tRWwJq8bNV1frfMpBneHleOI0yPdUp0e6I6e6ePXWjW/RsNLlWetqRX 2TuR0ZP39X1WJZw8HX6o/PXvYw6LvVbJ322cat9Cb+srxWX19aS1em6IremH/l/R E93wDs/KmX2fE2jnC/AHJn8/dCnJziSTjzHwstRx8RTdGMYlpfu8FpLCKNLJ87hH OcIHL0KsyoowpE81UJRRohvEtlNlPAUeOhg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2loWT7NoGC Htuy/oRX1I7ir8gM=">AAACcHichVFNLwNBGH66vuujxUXi4KOp4NC8FQlxarg4t mg10ZLdNZjY7q7dbZNq/AF/wMEFiYj4GS7+gIOfIG4qcXHwdruJ0OCdzMwzz7zPO 8/MaLYhXY/oKaS0tXd0dnX3hHv7+gci0cGhnGuVHV1kdcuwnLymusKQpsh60jNE3n aEWtIMsakdrjT2NyvCcaVlbnhVWxRL6r4p96SuekwVCxWhF/JyuzZNMyc70RglyI /xVpAMQAxBpK3oDQrYhQUdZZQgYMJjbECFy20LSRBs5oqoMecwkv6+wAnCrC1zlu AMldlDHvd5tRWwJq8bNV1frfMpBneHleOI0yPdUp0e6I6e6ePXWjW/RsNLlWetqRX 2TuR0ZP39X1WJZw8HX6o/PXvYw6LvVbJ322cat9Cb+srxWX19aS1em6IremH/l/R E93wDs/KmX2fE2jnC/AHJn8/dCnJziSTjzHwstRx8RTdGMYlpfu8FpLCKNLJ87hH OcIHL0KsyoowpE81UJRRohvEtlNlPAUeOhg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b2loWT7NoGC Htuy/oRX1I7ir8gM=">AAACcHichVFNLwNBGH66vuujxUXi4KOp4NC8FQlxarg4t mg10ZLdNZjY7q7dbZNq/AF/wMEFiYj4GS7+gIOfIG4qcXHwdruJ0OCdzMwzz7zPO 8/MaLYhXY/oKaS0tXd0dnX3hHv7+gci0cGhnGuVHV1kdcuwnLymusKQpsh60jNE3n aEWtIMsakdrjT2NyvCcaVlbnhVWxRL6r4p96SuekwVCxWhF/JyuzZNMyc70RglyI /xVpAMQAxBpK3oDQrYhQUdZZQgYMJjbECFy20LSRBs5oqoMecwkv6+wAnCrC1zlu AMldlDHvd5tRWwJq8bNV1frfMpBneHleOI0yPdUp0e6I6e6ePXWjW/RsNLlWetqRX 2TuR0ZP39X1WJZw8HX6o/PXvYw6LvVbJ322cat9Cb+srxWX19aS1em6IremH/l/R E93wDs/KmX2fE2jnC/AHJn8/dCnJziSTjzHwstRx8RTdGMYlpfu8FpLCKNLJ87hH OcIHL0KsyoowpE81UJRRohvEtlNlPAUeOhg==</latexit>
~⌅(0), ✓(0), A(0)µ
<latexit sha1_base64="VZ2/CHFpHWHt08xA8HW7x9BN3Ao=">AAACi3ichVHLL gRBFD3ae7wGG4mNmBASkTtIiFh4RGLpNUyimXS3QkW/0l0zCRM/IPYWViQiYmfLzsYPWPgEsSSxsXCnpxNBcDtdde6pe26dqjJ9W4aK6LFCq6yqrqmtq080NDY1tyRb2 1ZCLx9YImN5thdkTSMUtnRFRklli6wfCMMxbbFq7s6U1lcLIgil5y6rPV+sO8a2K7ekZSimcslevSAsPSs3in3UfzCgqx2hjDiZyulOvoxzyRQNUhRdP0E6BinEMe8lL6 BjEx4s5OFAwIVibMNAyN8a0iD4zK2jyFzASEbrAgdIsDbPVYIrDGZ3edzmbC1mXc5LPcNIbfEuNv8BK7vQQw90SS90T1f0RO+/9ipGPUpe9ng2y1rh51oOO5be/lU5PCv sfKr+9KywhbHIq2TvfsSUTmGV9YX945el8cWeYi+d0TP7P6VHuuMTuIVX63xBLJ4gwQ+Q/n7dP8HK0GCa8cJIanI6foo6dKIbfXzfo5jEHOaR4X2PcI0b3GpN2rA2rk2 US7WKWNOOL6HNfgCUSJcI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VZ2/CHFpHWHt08xA8HW7x9BN3Ao=">AAACi3ichVHLL gRBFD3ae7wGG4mNmBASkTtIiFh4RGLpNUyimXS3QkW/0l0zCRM/IPYWViQiYmfLzsYPWPgEsSSxsXCnpxNBcDtdde6pe26dqjJ9W4aK6LFCq6yqrqmtq080NDY1tyRb2 1ZCLx9YImN5thdkTSMUtnRFRklli6wfCMMxbbFq7s6U1lcLIgil5y6rPV+sO8a2K7ekZSimcslevSAsPSs3in3UfzCgqx2hjDiZyulOvoxzyRQNUhRdP0E6BinEMe8lL6 BjEx4s5OFAwIVibMNAyN8a0iD4zK2jyFzASEbrAgdIsDbPVYIrDGZ3edzmbC1mXc5LPcNIbfEuNv8BK7vQQw90SS90T1f0RO+/9ipGPUpe9ng2y1rh51oOO5be/lU5PCv sfKr+9KywhbHIq2TvfsSUTmGV9YX945el8cWeYi+d0TP7P6VHuuMTuIVX63xBLJ4gwQ+Q/n7dP8HK0GCa8cJIanI6foo6dKIbfXzfo5jEHOaR4X2PcI0b3GpN2rA2rk2 US7WKWNOOL6HNfgCUSJcI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VZ2/CHFpHWHt08xA8HW7x9BN3Ao=">AAACi3ichVHLL gRBFD3ae7wGG4mNmBASkTtIiFh4RGLpNUyimXS3QkW/0l0zCRM/IPYWViQiYmfLzsYPWPgEsSSxsXCnpxNBcDtdde6pe26dqjJ9W4aK6LFCq6yqrqmtq080NDY1tyRb2 1ZCLx9YImN5thdkTSMUtnRFRklli6wfCMMxbbFq7s6U1lcLIgil5y6rPV+sO8a2K7ekZSimcslevSAsPSs3in3UfzCgqx2hjDiZyulOvoxzyRQNUhRdP0E6BinEMe8lL6 BjEx4s5OFAwIVibMNAyN8a0iD4zK2jyFzASEbrAgdIsDbPVYIrDGZ3edzmbC1mXc5LPcNIbfEuNv8BK7vQQw90SS90T1f0RO+/9ipGPUpe9ng2y1rh51oOO5be/lU5PCv sfKr+9KywhbHIq2TvfsSUTmGV9YX945el8cWeYi+d0TP7P6VHuuMTuIVX63xBLJ4gwQ+Q/n7dP8HK0GCa8cJIanI6foo6dKIbfXzfo5jEHOaR4X2PcI0b3GpN2rA2rk2 US7WKWNOOL6HNfgCUSJcI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VZ2/CHFpHWHt08xA8HW7x9BN3Ao=">AAACi3ichVHLL gRBFD3ae7wGG4mNmBASkTtIiFh4RGLpNUyimXS3QkW/0l0zCRM/IPYWViQiYmfLzsYPWPgEsSSxsXCnpxNBcDtdde6pe26dqjJ9W4aK6LFCq6yqrqmtq080NDY1tyRb2 1ZCLx9YImN5thdkTSMUtnRFRklli6wfCMMxbbFq7s6U1lcLIgil5y6rPV+sO8a2K7ekZSimcslevSAsPSs3in3UfzCgqx2hjDiZyulOvoxzyRQNUhRdP0E6BinEMe8lL6 BjEx4s5OFAwIVibMNAyN8a0iD4zK2jyFzASEbrAgdIsDbPVYIrDGZ3edzmbC1mXc5LPcNIbfEuNv8BK7vQQw90SS90T1f0RO+/9ipGPUpe9ng2y1rh51oOO5be/lU5PCv sfKr+9KywhbHIq2TvfsSUTmGV9YX945el8cWeYi+d0TP7P6VHuuMTuIVX63xBLJ4gwQ+Q/n7dP8HK0GCa8cJIanI6foo6dKIbfXzfo5jEHOaR4X2PcI0b3GpN2rA2rk2 US7WKWNOOL6HNfgCUSJcI</latexit>
~⌅(1)⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="bguXHY4HKL8LV4RqZo9EPu8fqAU=">AAACd3ichVHLS gMxFD0d3/VV60ZwoVgqdSMZERRXRTcuW2trwdYyM6Y1OJ0ZZtKilv6AP+BCEBRExc9w4w+46CeISwURXHg7HRAV9YYkJyf33JwkumMKTzLWCild3T29ff0D4cGh4ZHRy Fg059k11+BZwzZtN69rHjeFxbNSSJPnHZdrVd3kW/r+Wnt/q85dT9jWpjx0eLGqVSxRFoYmiSpFooU6Nwp5sdNIqHPNUkFqtVIkxuaZH9M/gRqAGIJI2ZErFLALGwZqqI LDgiRsQoNHbRsqGBziimgQ5xIS/j5HE2HS1iiLU4ZG7D6NFVptB6xF63ZNz1cbdIpJ3SXlNOLsgd2wZ3bPbtkje/+1VsOv0fZySLPe0XKnNHo8kXn9V1WlWWLvU/WnZ4k yln2vgrw7PtO+hdHR149OnjMrG/HGLLtgT+T/nLXYHd3Aqr8Yl2m+cYowfYD6/bl/gtzCvEo4vRhLrgZf0Y9JzCBB772EJNaRQpbOPcAZrnAdelOmlFkl0UlVQoFmHF9 CUT8AarqQ7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bguXHY4HKL8LV4RqZo9EPu8fqAU=">AAACd3ichVHLS gMxFD0d3/VV60ZwoVgqdSMZERRXRTcuW2trwdYyM6Y1OJ0ZZtKilv6AP+BCEBRExc9w4w+46CeISwURXHg7HRAV9YYkJyf33JwkumMKTzLWCild3T29ff0D4cGh4ZHRy Fg059k11+BZwzZtN69rHjeFxbNSSJPnHZdrVd3kW/r+Wnt/q85dT9jWpjx0eLGqVSxRFoYmiSpFooU6Nwp5sdNIqHPNUkFqtVIkxuaZH9M/gRqAGIJI2ZErFLALGwZqqI LDgiRsQoNHbRsqGBziimgQ5xIS/j5HE2HS1iiLU4ZG7D6NFVptB6xF63ZNz1cbdIpJ3SXlNOLsgd2wZ3bPbtkje/+1VsOv0fZySLPe0XKnNHo8kXn9V1WlWWLvU/WnZ4k yln2vgrw7PtO+hdHR149OnjMrG/HGLLtgT+T/nLXYHd3Aqr8Yl2m+cYowfYD6/bl/gtzCvEo4vRhLrgZf0Y9JzCBB772EJNaRQpbOPcAZrnAdelOmlFkl0UlVQoFmHF9 CUT8AarqQ7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bguXHY4HKL8LV4RqZo9EPu8fqAU=">AAACd3ichVHLS gMxFD0d3/VV60ZwoVgqdSMZERRXRTcuW2trwdYyM6Y1OJ0ZZtKilv6AP+BCEBRExc9w4w+46CeISwURXHg7HRAV9YYkJyf33JwkumMKTzLWCild3T29ff0D4cGh4ZHRy Fg059k11+BZwzZtN69rHjeFxbNSSJPnHZdrVd3kW/r+Wnt/q85dT9jWpjx0eLGqVSxRFoYmiSpFooU6Nwp5sdNIqHPNUkFqtVIkxuaZH9M/gRqAGIJI2ZErFLALGwZqqI LDgiRsQoNHbRsqGBziimgQ5xIS/j5HE2HS1iiLU4ZG7D6NFVptB6xF63ZNz1cbdIpJ3SXlNOLsgd2wZ3bPbtkje/+1VsOv0fZySLPe0XKnNHo8kXn9V1WlWWLvU/WnZ4k yln2vgrw7PtO+hdHR149OnjMrG/HGLLtgT+T/nLXYHd3Aqr8Yl2m+cYowfYD6/bl/gtzCvEo4vRhLrgZf0Y9JzCBB772EJNaRQpbOPcAZrnAdelOmlFkl0UlVQoFmHF9 CUT8AarqQ7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bguXHY4HKL8LV4RqZo9EPu8fqAU=">AAACd3ichVHLS gMxFD0d3/VV60ZwoVgqdSMZERRXRTcuW2trwdYyM6Y1OJ0ZZtKilv6AP+BCEBRExc9w4w+46CeISwURXHg7HRAV9YYkJyf33JwkumMKTzLWCild3T29ff0D4cGh4ZHRy Fg059k11+BZwzZtN69rHjeFxbNSSJPnHZdrVd3kW/r+Wnt/q85dT9jWpjx0eLGqVSxRFoYmiSpFooU6Nwp5sdNIqHPNUkFqtVIkxuaZH9M/gRqAGIJI2ZErFLALGwZqqI LDgiRsQoNHbRsqGBziimgQ5xIS/j5HE2HS1iiLU4ZG7D6NFVptB6xF63ZNz1cbdIpJ3SXlNOLsgd2wZ3bPbtkje/+1VsOv0fZySLPe0XKnNHo8kXn9V1WlWWLvU/WnZ4k yln2vgrw7PtO+hdHR149OnjMrG/HGLLtgT+T/nLXYHd3Aqr8Yl2m+cYowfYD6/bl/gtzCvEo4vRhLrgZf0Y9JzCBB772EJNaRQpbOPcAZrnAdelOmlFkl0UlVQoFmHF9 CUT8AarqQ7w==</latexit>
~⌅
(1)
hi
<latexit sha1_base64="rXjf6bza1We LlGVxhizTwyCLcsI=">AAACeHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1W4EN8XiayOTIiiuim5ct tXWgtWQxNEOpklI0kIN/QF/wIULURAtfoYbf8CFnyAuKwjiwts0ICrqHWbmzJl77 pyZ0WxDuB5jjxGpp7evfyA6GBsaHhkdi49PFF2r5ui8oFuG5ZQ01eWGMHnBE57BS7 bD1apm8G3taL2zv13njissc8tr2Hy3qh6a4kDoqkeUEk+U61wvl8SePy8vNBW/oo imEk+xRRZE8ieQQ5BCGFkrfo0y9mFBRw1VcJjwCBtQ4VLbgQwGm7hd+MQ5hESwz9 FEjLQ1yuKUoRJ7ROMhrXZC1qR1p6YbqHU6xaDukDKJGfbAWqzN7tkte2Lvv9bygxo dLw2ata6W28rYyeTm67+qKs0eKp+qPz17OMBK4FWQdztgOrfQu/r68Wl7czU/48+ yS/ZM/i/YI7ujG5j1F/0qx/NniNEHyN+f+ycophdlwrmlVGYt/IoopjCNeXrvZWS wgSwKdG4D57hBK/ImJaU5aaGbKkVCTQJfQkp/AJtGkXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rXjf6bza1We LlGVxhizTwyCLcsI=">AAACeHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1W4EN8XiayOTIiiuim5ct tXWgtWQxNEOpklI0kIN/QF/wIULURAtfoYbf8CFnyAuKwjiwts0ICrqHWbmzJl77 pyZ0WxDuB5jjxGpp7evfyA6GBsaHhkdi49PFF2r5ui8oFuG5ZQ01eWGMHnBE57BS7 bD1apm8G3taL2zv13njissc8tr2Hy3qh6a4kDoqkeUEk+U61wvl8SePy8vNBW/oo imEk+xRRZE8ieQQ5BCGFkrfo0y9mFBRw1VcJjwCBtQ4VLbgQwGm7hd+MQ5hESwz9 FEjLQ1yuKUoRJ7ROMhrXZC1qR1p6YbqHU6xaDukDKJGfbAWqzN7tkte2Lvv9bygxo dLw2ata6W28rYyeTm67+qKs0eKp+qPz17OMBK4FWQdztgOrfQu/r68Wl7czU/48+ yS/ZM/i/YI7ujG5j1F/0qx/NniNEHyN+f+ycophdlwrmlVGYt/IoopjCNeXrvZWS wgSwKdG4D57hBK/ImJaU5aaGbKkVCTQJfQkp/AJtGkXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rXjf6bza1We LlGVxhizTwyCLcsI=">AAACeHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1W4EN8XiayOTIiiuim5ct tXWgtWQxNEOpklI0kIN/QF/wIULURAtfoYbf8CFnyAuKwjiwts0ICrqHWbmzJl77 pyZ0WxDuB5jjxGpp7evfyA6GBsaHhkdi49PFF2r5ui8oFuG5ZQ01eWGMHnBE57BS7 bD1apm8G3taL2zv13njissc8tr2Hy3qh6a4kDoqkeUEk+U61wvl8SePy8vNBW/oo imEk+xRRZE8ieQQ5BCGFkrfo0y9mFBRw1VcJjwCBtQ4VLbgQwGm7hd+MQ5hESwz9 FEjLQ1yuKUoRJ7ROMhrXZC1qR1p6YbqHU6xaDukDKJGfbAWqzN7tkte2Lvv9bygxo dLw2ata6W28rYyeTm67+qKs0eKp+qPz17OMBK4FWQdztgOrfQu/r68Wl7czU/48+ yS/ZM/i/YI7ujG5j1F/0qx/NniNEHyN+f+ycophdlwrmlVGYt/IoopjCNeXrvZWS wgSwKdG4D57hBK/ImJaU5aaGbKkVCTQJfQkp/AJtGkXs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rXjf6bza1We LlGVxhizTwyCLcsI=">AAACeHichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf1W4EN8XiayOTIiiuim5ct tXWgtWQxNEOpklI0kIN/QF/wIULURAtfoYbf8CFnyAuKwjiwts0ICrqHWbmzJl77 pyZ0WxDuB5jjxGpp7evfyA6GBsaHhkdi49PFF2r5ui8oFuG5ZQ01eWGMHnBE57BS7 bD1apm8G3taL2zv13njissc8tr2Hy3qh6a4kDoqkeUEk+U61wvl8SePy8vNBW/oo imEk+xRRZE8ieQQ5BCGFkrfo0y9mFBRw1VcJjwCBtQ4VLbgQwGm7hd+MQ5hESwz9 FEjLQ1yuKUoRJ7ROMhrXZC1qR1p6YbqHU6xaDukDKJGfbAWqzN7tkte2Lvv9bygxo dLw2ata6W28rYyeTm67+qKs0eKp+qPz17OMBK4FWQdztgOrfQu/r68Wl7czU/48+ yS/ZM/i/YI7ujG5j1F/0qx/NniNEHyN+f+ycophdlwrmlVGYt/IoopjCNeXrvZWS wgSwKdG4D57hBK/ImJaU5aaGbKkVCTQJfQkp/AJtGkXs=</latexit>
M2
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FIG. 1: Flows of mass eigenvalues of the localized states on the domain wall. ~Ξ(0) and θ(0)
correspond to the translational and U(1) NG modes, respectively.
and
M2 =
 −∂2y + 2λ2 (3T 20 +H20 − v2) 4λ2T0H0
4λ2T0H0 −∂2y + 2λ2 (T 20 + 3H20 − v2) + Ω2
 . (15)
The KK mass spectra for ~ξ can be obtained by expanding ~ξ by eigenstate of M2 as
~ξ(xµ, y) =
∞∑
n=0
~Ξ(n)(y)ξ(n)(xµ), M2 ~Ξ(n) = m2ξ,n ~Ξ(n). (16)
Now, it is clear that there always exists the translational zero mode:
M2~Ξ (0) = 0, ~Ξ (0) = ∂y
 T0(y)
H0(y)
 . (17)
As expected, this is localized around the domain wall, which can easily be verified by looking
at |~Ξ(0)|2 = T ′02+H ′02. Note that the translational zero mode exists regardless of values of the
parameters Ω, v, λ. We can also derive several exact results for massive modes. Analysis for
λv ≤ Ω is easy since M2 is diagonal. There are two orthogonal low lying mass eigenstates
m2τ,1 = 3λ
2v2, ~Ξ(1)τ =
√
3λv
2
 sechλvy tanhλvy
0
 , (18)
m2hi,1 = Ω
2 − λ2v2, ~Ξ(1)hi =
√
λv
2
 0
sechλvy
 , (i = 1, 2). (19)
8m2τ,1Ω
−2 is monotonically increasing function of λv/Ω whereas the degenerate masses
m2hi,1Ω
−2 are monotonically decreasing function. The two masses cross at λv/Ω = 1/2,
see Fig. 1. The thresholds (the dotted lines in Fig. 1) between localized discrete modes and
scattering continuum modes are 2λv and Ω for τ and hi, respectively. At the critical point
λv = Ω, ~Ξ
(1)
hi
becomes exactly massless, whereas ~Ξ
(1)
τ becomes heavy whose mass is of order
Ω. There, the quadratic Lagrangian switches from the upper to the lower one in Eq. (13). It
is not easy to analytically compute mass eigenvalues for λv > Ω,[? ] since M2 is no longer
diagonal. However, due to the continuity at λv = Ω, ~Ξ
(1)
τ and ~Ξ
(1)
hi
should continuously be
connected to corresponding degrees of freedom for Ω > λv. Let us estimate the eigenvalues
by treating H0 as a small perturbation. To the first order of 
2 defined by
2 ≡ λ
2v2
Ω2
− 1, (20)
the mass eigenvalues are calculated as
m2τ,1
∣∣
Ω.λv '
∫ ∞
−∞
dy ~Ξ(1)Tτ M2~Ξ(1)τ = 3Ω2 +
4Ω2
5
2, (21)
m2h,1
∣∣
Ω.λv '
∫ ∞
−∞
dy ~Ξ
(1)T
h M2~Ξ(1)h = 4Ω22. (22)
Thus, the both eigenvalues grow up as λv/Ω increasing, see the yellow band in Fig. 1.
On the other hand, a linear combination of ~Ξ
(1)
h1,2
remains massless, and transforms to the
U(1) NG mode. Indeed, H0 ∝ sech Ωy never vanishes at finite y for Ω < λv, so that ϑ has
the non minimal kinetic term. To make the lower Lagrangian of Eq. (13) be canonical, let
us redefine ϑ by
ϑ =
θ√
2H0
. (23)
Then, the quadratic Lagrangian can be rewritten as
L(2)s = −~ξ T
(
∂µ∂
µ +M2) ~ξ − 1
2
θ
(
∂µ∂
µ +Q†yQy
)
θ, (24)
with
Qy ≡ −∂y + ∂yH0
H0
, Q†y ≡ ∂y +
∂yH0
H0
. (25)
The mass spectrum corresponds to the eigenvalues of the Hermitian operator Q†yQy as
Q†yQyq
(n) = m2Q,nq
(n). (26)
9Since Q†yQy is positive semidefinite, the eigenvalues are m
2
Q,n ≥ 0. The normalizable zero
mode is uniquely given by
mQ,0 = 0, q
(0) = H0(y). (27)
There are no other localized modes. All the excited states are continuum modes and given
by
mQ(k) =
√
Ω2 + k2 , q(y; k) =
eiky
mQ(k)
(k + iΩ tanh Ωy) . (28)
Thus, the mass gap between the zero mode (the U(1) NG mode q(0)) and the continuum
scattering modes is Ω.
The final piece of the fluctuation analysis is on the gauge fields. Since the background
gauge fields are zeros, let AM itself be fluctuations. A relevant part to quadratic order in
the fluctuation AM is
L(2)g = −β20 (∂MAN − ∂NAM)2 , β0(y) ≡ β(H0(y)). (29)
To illustrate essence, let us take one of the simplest example
β(H) =
|H|
2µ
→ β0(y) = vH
2µ
sech Ωy, (30)
where µ is a constant for λv > Ω. Since nothing interests happen for λv ≤ Ω, we will
investigate the parameter region λv > Ω in what follows. To figure out mass spectrum of
the gauge field, we first need to fix the U(1) gauge symmetry. To this end, we add the
following to the quadratic Lagrangian
Lξ = −2β
2
ξ
(
∂µAµ − ξ 1
β2
∂y
(
β2Ay
))2
. (31)
Here, ξ is a gauge fixing parameter. If β is a constant, it reduces to a conventional covariant
gauge Lξ = −2β2ξ (∂MAM)2. We call Eq. (31) the extended Rξ gauge [50–55]. In terms of
the canonically normalized gauge field defined by
AM ≡ 2β0AM , (32)
the quadratic Lagrangian reads
(Lg + Lξ)
∣∣∣∣
quad
=
1
2
Aµ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµνQ†yQy
]
Aν
− 1
2
Ay
(
+ ξQyQ†y
)
Ay . (33)
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Thanks to the gauge fixing term in Eq. (31), Aµ and Ay are not mixed. Hence, the KK
mass spectra of Aµ and Ay correspond to eigenvalues of Q
†
yQy and ξQyQ
†
y, respectively.
It is coincident for the particular choice of β in Eq. (30) that the Schro¨dinger operators
for θ and Aµ are identical (As we will see below, they are different in generic models.).
Therefore, the KK mass spectrum of Aµ consists of mQ,0 = 0 for the localized mode and
mQ(k) =
√
Ω2 + k2 for the continuum scattering states with the momentum k. Fortunately,
no further computations are needed for Ay, since Q
†
yQy and QyQ
†
y operators have the same
mass eigenvalues except for a zero eigenvalue. Therefore, the mass square for Ay is given
by ξmQ(k)
2 = ξ (Ω2 + k2). It is peculiar that they depend on the gauge fixing parameter ξ.
Since any observable should not depend on gauge, we conclude that Ay do not include any
unphysical degrees of freedom. As we will show below, one can understand they are eaten
by Aµ to give longitudinal modes of the massive KK modes of A
(KK)
µ .
C. Generic models
So far, we have argued over the specific model with the scalar potential (9) and β linear
in H given in Eq. (30). For a generic scalar potential, the matrix M2 given in Eq. (15) is
modified as
M2 =
 −∂2y + ∂2V (T0,H0)∂T 20 ∂2V (T0,H0)∂T0∂H0
∂2V (T0,H0)
∂T0∂H0
−∂2y + ∂
2V (T0,H0)
∂H20
 . (34)
Accordingly, the detail mass spectrum of the scalar fields are different from those for the
simplest model considered above. However, the presence of the translational NG mode
is intact, and indeed the mode function ~Ξ(0) given in Eq. (17) formally remains correct.
Furthermore, the quadratic Lagrangian of the scalar sector given in Eq. (24) is also formally
valid for the generic model. Therefore, we again have the following for H0 6= 0
L(2)s = −~ξ T
(
∂µ∂
µ +M2) ~ξ − 1
2
θ
(
∂µ∂
µ +Q†yQy
)
θ. (35)
Here, although the profile H0 itself is different from Eq. (10) in general, but the definition
of the operators Qy and Q
†
y are same as Eq. (25).
On the other hand, the gauge sector given in Eq. (33) gets modified when we generalize
the linear function β(H) ∝ H to a generic function β(H). After a little computations, we
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get
(Lg + Lξ)
∣∣∣∣
quad
=
1
2
Aµ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµνD†yDy
]
Aν
− 1
2
Ay
(
+ ξDyD†y
)
Ay . (36)
Compared to Eq. (33), Qy and Q
†
y are replaced by Dy and D
†
y which are defined by
Dy = −∂y + ∂yβ0
β0
, D†y = ∂y +
∂yβ0
β0
. (37)
Note that Dy = Qy and D
†
y = Q
†
y hold when β is linear in H.
To complete the analysis, let us expand Aµ and Ay by eigenfunctions of D
†
yDy and DyD
†
y,
respectively. To this end, let us introduce the eigenfunctions
D†yDyd
(n)(y) = m2D,nd
(n)(y). (38)
Similarly to Q†yQy, D
†
yDy is positive semidefinite, so that m
2
D,n ≥ 0. The normalizable zero
mode, if it exists, is unique. It is given by
mD,0 = 0, d
(0)(y) = β0(y). (39)
Hereafter, we assume that β0(y) = β(H0(y)) is non zero and square integrable
0 <
∫ ∞
−∞
dy β0(y)
2 <∞. (40)
We expand Aµ in terms of d
(n) as
Aµ(x, y) =
∞∑
n=0
A(n)µ (x)d
(n)(y). (41)
Thus, we conclude that Aµ always has the unique normalizable massless mode A
(0)
µ .
Similarly, we expand Ay by the eigenfunctions of DyD
†
y
DyD
†
y d˜
(n)(y) = m˜2D,n d˜
(n)(y). (42)
As m2D,n, m˜
2
D,n ≥ 0 holds. The massless eigenfunction is given by
d˜(0)(y) = β0(y)
−1. (43)
However, this is non normalizable since we always impose the square integrability condition
(40). As is well-known, for the massive modes with n > 0, we have the following relations
d˜(n)(y) =
Dyd
(n)(y)
mD,n
, mD,n = m˜D,n. (44)
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Thus, Ay is expanded as
Ay(x, y) =
∞∑
n6=0
a(n)(x)d˜(n)(y) =
∞∑
n 6=0
a(n)(x)
Dyd
(n)(y)
mD,n
. (45)
Plugging these into Eq. (36) and integrating it over y, we find the quadratic Lagrangian
for the low energy effective theory∫
dy (Lg + Lξ)
∣∣∣∣
quad
=
∞∑
n=0
L(n)g , (46)
with
L(0)g =
1
2
A(0)µ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν
]
A(0)ν , (47)
L(n>0)g =
1
2
A(n)µ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµνm2D,n
]
A(n)ν −
1
2
a(n)
(
+ ξm2D,n
)
a(n) . (48)
Clearly, L
(0)
g is a usual Lagrangian in the Rξ gauge (covariant gauge) for the massless Abelian
gauge field A
(0)
µ in four dimensions. Similarly, L
(n>0)
g is identical to a conventional Lagrangian
in the Rξ gauge for the Abelian gauge field A
(n>0)
µ which gets the mass mD,n as a result
of the Higgs mechanism by absorbing the scalar field a(n>0). Thus, Ay does not provide
any physical degrees of freedom to the low energy effective action but is converted into
longitudinal degrees of freedom to A
(n>0)
µ .
Before closing this section, for later convenience, let us describe the above results from a
slightly different view point. We decompose Ay into a divergence part and a divergence-free
part as
Ay = A
d
y + A
df
y , (49)
where the separation is done by the following projection operator
P = Dy
(
D†yDy
)−1
D†y, A
d
y = PAy, A
df
y = (1− P )Ay. (50)
Then, it holds
D†yA
df
y = 0. (51)
Furthermore, we can easily show D†yAy is orthogonal to the zero mode d
(0) of D†yDy as∫
dy d(0)D†yAy =
∫
dy (Dyd
(0))Ay = 0. (52)
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This ensures that the projection operator P is well-defined. Now, we can rewrite the
quadratic Lagrangian of the gauge sector given in Eq. (36) as
(Lg + Lξ)
∣∣∣∣
quad
=
1
2
Aµ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµνD†yDy
]
Aν
− 1
2
Adfy Adfy −
1
2
Ady
(
+ ξDyD†y
)
Ady . (53)
Note that the divergence-free condition (51) implies
Adfy = ηβ
−1
0 , (54)
with η being a constant in y. Indeed, this corresponds to the non-normalizable zero mode
d˜(0) of DyD
†
y given in Eq. (43). Therefore, eliminating d˜
(0) from Ay in Eq. (45) is nothing
but getting rid of the divergence-free part Adfy form Ay. Thus, eliminating the unphysical
Adfy , the quadratic Lagrangian reduces to
(Lg + Lξ)
∣∣∣∣
quad
=
1
2
Aµ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµνD†yDy
]
Aν
− 1
2
a
(
+ ξD†yDy
)
a , (55)
where we defined
a =
1√
D†yDy
D†yAy =
1√
D†yDy
D†yA
d
y . (56)
Now, we run into a direct correspondence between the mass square operators D†yDy for Aµ
and ξD†yDy for a. This implies a is the one which is eaten by A
(n>0)
µ . Thus, our statement
becomes more solid than before: The divergence-free part of Ay is unphysical because it
diverges at the spatial infinity. The divergence part of Ay is also unphysical because it is
absorbed by A
(n>0)
µ .
Since D†yAy is orthogonal to d
(0), a is also orthogonal to d(0). Thus, we can expand a by
the eigenfunction d(n) of D†yDy as
a(x, y) =
∞∑
n>0
a(n)(x)d(n)(y). (57)
This is perfectly consistent with Eqs. (45) and (56). Comparing this with the decomposition
of Aµ in Eq. (41), it is quite natural that the absorbing state A
(n>0)
µ and the absorbed state
a(n>0) have the same wave function d(n>0).
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FIG. 2: A brief summary of the effective fields localized on the domain wall by a neutral
stabilizer H in five-dimensional models.
We briefly summarize the gauge sector with Fig. 2. There are only two massless states
in the low energy effective theory in four dimensions: the one is the gauge field A
(0)
µ and the
other is the U(1) NG field θ(0). There are infinite KK towers of A
(KK)
µ (eating a(KK)), and
θ(KK). Several lower KK discrete modes would be localized on the domain wall, followed
by the infinite KK bulk modes. These spectra are dependent of the details of the model.
However, it is always true that the massless states are gapped from the KK towers by the
order of inverse of the domain wall width.
III. NEUTRAL STABILIZERS IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS
Let us next extend the previous 5D models to generic D dimensional models. We study
the Lagrangians which are formally same as those given in Eqs. (2) and (3), by reinterpreting
the spacetime indices M,N = 0, 1, · · · , D−1. In the following arguments, we will not specify
a concrete model for the scalar part Ls(H,T ), as we did in Sec. II C. Instead, we will assume
that the Lagrangian Ls(H,T ) allows for the scalar field T to give rise to a topological soliton
whose world-volume dimensions are four (codimension is D − 4). For example, a domain
wall in D = 5, a vortex in D = 6, a monopole in D = 7, and so on.[? ] Furthermore, we
will assume that the neutral stabilizer H locally condenses about the topological soliton as
H → H0(y) =
 non-zero · · · around the topological solitonzero · · · far from the topological soliton . (58)
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Hereafter, we will use y to express the extra dimensional coordinates y = {x4, x5, · · · , xD−1}.
Thus, the coefficient β(H) in the gauge kinetic term (3) becomes a nontrivial function of
the extra dimensional coordinates as
β0(y) = β(H0(y)). (59)
As a natural extension of Eq. (40), it will turn out that the sufficient condition to β0 for a
massless 4D gauge field to be localized on the topological soliton is the square integrability
of β0
0 <
∫
dD−4y β20 <∞. (60)
This implies that β is non-zero and quickly approaches to zero at the extra-dimensional
spatial infinity.
A. Useful formulae
For later convenience, let us first correct some useful equations. Let us introduce a
differential operator Da and its adjoint operator D
†
a by
Da = −β0∂a 1
β0
, D†a =
1
β0
∂aβ0, (a = 4, 5, · · · , D − 1). (61)
Clearly, these are natural extensions of Dy and D
†
y given in Eq. (37). They satisfies the
following algebra [
Da, D
†
b
]
= −2 (∂a∂b log β0) , [Da, Db] =
[
D†a, D
†
b
]
= 0. (62)
We will frequently encounter a self-adjoint operator defined by
D†aDa = −∂2a +
(∂2aβ0)
β0
, (63)
where the sum on a is implicitly taken. We will also use the following vector notation
~D =

D4
...
DD−1
 , ~D† = (D†4, · · · , D†D−1) . (64)
Clearly, ~D† ~D = D†aDa is positive semidefinite. Let d
(n) be eigenstates of ~D† ~D as
~D† ~Dd(n) = m2D,nd
(n). (65)
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Suppose d(0) be a normalizable eigenfunction. Then, we have
0 =
∫
dD−4y d(0) ~D† ~D d(0) =
∫
dD−4y
(
Dad
(0)
)2
. (66)
Therefore, d(0) must be annihilated by all Da’s as
Dad
(0) = 0, (a = 4, 5, · · · ). (67)
There is a unique solution up to a normalization constant to these equations
d(0) = β0. (68)
We now understand the square integrability condition (60) is nothing but ensuring the nor-
malizablity for the zero mode of ~D† ~D. Namely, we here proved the existence and uniqueness
of the normalizable zero eigenfunction d(0) of ~D† ~D. Note that the previous work [50] also
studied the zero mode d(0), where the uniqueness was only proved for a radially symmetric
background solution β0 which is a function of r =
√
(xa)2.
Another self-adjoint operator will also take part in the following arguments,
DaD
†
a = −∂2a +
(
∂2aβ
−1
0
)
β−10
. (69)
Similarly to ~D† ~D, this operator is positive semidefinite. An obvious zero eigenstate d˜(0) is
given by
d˜(0) =
1
β0
, (70)
up to a constant. However, this is non-normalizable under the condition (60). Thus, we
conclude that there are no normalizable eigenstates for zero eigenvalue of DaD
†
a.
There is a useful corollary. Let {Ba(y)} be a set of D−4 non-singular and finite functions.
Then we find that DaBa is orthonormal to d
(0). This can be shown as follows:∫
dD−4y d(0)D†aBa =
∫
dD−4y
(
Dad
(0)
)
Ba = 0, (71)
where we have used Eq. (67).
Finally, let us mention about ~D ~D† which is “super-partner” of ~D† ~D = D†aDa. Note that
~D ~D† is a (D− 4)× (D− 4) matrix operator and it is different form the one by one operator
DaD
†
a. Zero eigenstates of ~D ~D
† are given by
~˜d(0) = ~aβ−10 , (72)
with ~a being a constant D− 1 vector. This is non-normalizable under the condition (60). It
is easy to show that non-zero eigenvalues of ~D† ~D and ~D ~D† coincide as
~D ~D†( ~Dd(n)) = ~D( ~D† ~Dd(n)) = m2D,n ~Dd
(n). (73)
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B. The quadratic Lagrangian
With these preparations at hand, we are now ready to study mass spectra of the small fluc-
tuations about the soliton background. We use the same notations for the scalar fluctuations
τ(xµ, y), ϑ(xµ, y) and h(xµ, y) as Eq. (12). Of course, here, we understand y to represent
the extradimensional coordinates y = {xa}. As in the five dimensional case, AM = 0 for the
soliton background, and we again use AM(x, y) itself for the small fluctuations.
First thing we have to do is to fix the U(1) gauge symmetry. To this end, similarly to
the 5D case, we add the following gauge fixing term
Lξ = −2β
2
ξ
(
∂µAµ + ξ 1
β2
∂a
(
β2Aa
))2
. (74)
As before, we use canonically normalized fields AM ≡ 2βAM . Then, we find that the
quadratic Lagrangian consists of two independent parts: The scalar part and the gauge part
as
L(2) = L(2)s + (Lg + Lξ)
∣∣
quad
. (75)
The gauge part is given by
(Lg + Lξ)
∣∣
quad
=
1
2
AµΓ
µνAν +
1
2
AaΓabAb, (76)
with
Γµν = ηµν2−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµν ~D† ~D, (77)
Γab = −
(
2δab +Hab + ξDaD†b
)
. (78)
We defined
Hab ≡ δab ~D† ~D −D†bDa, (79)
which satisfies the following identity
HabDb = 0. (80)
The scalar part for H0 6= 0 is given by
L(2)s = −~ξ T
(
+M2) ~ξ − h20 ϑ (−H−20 ∂aH20∂a)ϑ , (81)
with
~ξ =
 τ
h
 , M2 =
 −∂2a + ∂2V (T0,H0)∂T 20 ∂2V (T0,H0)∂T0∂H0
∂2V (T0,H0)
∂T0∂H0
−∂2a + ∂
2V (T0,H0)
∂H20
 . (82)
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1. The scalar part
We can further rewrite the above scalar quadratic Lagrangian with respect to the canon-
ically normalized field θ defined in Eq. (23) as
L(2)s = −~ξ T
(
+M2) ~ξ − 1
2
θ
(
+Q†aQa
)
θ, (83)
where we defined the differential operators which are natural extension of Qy and Q
†
y by
Qa ≡ −∂a + ∂aH0
H0
, Q†a ≡ ∂a +
∂aH0
H0
. (84)
As in the five dimensional model, Qa and Da coincide if β0 ∝ H0. It is obvious that Q†aQa
has a unique zero eigenstate
q(0) = H0. (85)
Thus we conclude that θ has the physical zero mode (U(1) NG mode) and expanded as
θ(x, y) = H0θ
(0)(x) +
∞∑
n>0
q(n)(y)θ(n)(x). (86)
2. The four dimensional component Aµ
The quadratic Lagrangian for Aµ
1
2
AµΓ
µνAν =
1
2
Aµ
(
ηµν2−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµν ~D† ~D
)
Aν (87)
is a natural extension of Eq. (36) by exchanging D†yDy by ~D
† ~D. We naturally expand the
four dimensional components Aµ by the eigenfunctions of ~D
† ~D as
Aµ(x, y) =
∞∑
n=0
A(n)µ (x)d
(n)(y). (88)
As was proved in Eq. (68), the ground state is unique d(0) ∝ β0 with m0 = 0, and there
is a finite mass gap (about inverse of the background soliton width) between the ground
state and excited states. Plugging this into the Lagrangian and integrating it in the extra
dimensional coordinate y, we find the four dimensional effective Lagrangian for A
(n)
µ as∫
dD−4y
1
2
AµΓ
µνAν =
∞∑
n=0
1
2
A(n)µ
[
ηµν2−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµνm2n
]
A(n)ν . (89)
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3. The extra dimensional component Aa
Let us next turn to the extra dimensional components Aa which provide additional scalar
fields to the low energy effective theory in four dimensions. The multiple scalars Aa make the
quadratic Lagrangian more complicated compared to the one in five dimensions. To make
the matter clear, let us first decompose Aa into a divergence part A
d
a and divergence-free
parts Adfa as
Ada = PabAb, A
df
a = (δab − Pab)Ab, (90)
with a projection operator
Pab = Da
(
~D† ~D
)−1
D†b. (91)
It satisfies the following equations
PabPbc = Pac, D
†
aPab = D
†
b, PabDb = Da. (92)
With these at hand, it is straightforward to verify the divergence free condition should be
satisfied
D†aA
df
a = 0. (93)
One immediately finds that Adfa includes a component proportional to β
−1
0 as
~Adf = β−10 ~η + ~A
d̂f , (94)
with ~η being an arbitrary but constant N vector, and ~Ad̂f standing for rest component
orthogonal to β−10 ~η. However, we should remove β
−1
0 ~η since it diverges at the spatial infinity.
This is an extension of Eq. (54) in the D = 5 case. In contrast to the D = 5 case, there still
exist physical degrees of freedom in ~Ad̂f in the higher dimensions. From the definition of Ada
given in Eq. (90) and the identity (80), it also follows
HabAdb = 0. (95)
Since the projection operator includes the inverse of ~D† ~D, one might worry whether it is
well defined or not. However, it is always well defined because D†aAa is orthonormal to the
zero mode d(0) of ~D† ~D, see the corollary in Eq. (71).
Now, by using Eqs. (93) and (95), we can rewrite the quadratic Lagrangian as
1
2
AaΓabAb = −1
2
Ad̂fa (δab+Hab)Ad̂fb −
1
2
Ada
(
δab+ ξDaD†b
)
Adb , (96)
The divergence and the divergence-free parts are decoupled.
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a. The divergence part Let us first examine the divergence part. The divergence part
Ada essentially include only one independent degree of freedom. Similarly to the five dimen-
sional case in Eq. (56), let us define a scalar field as
a =
1√
~D† ~D
D†aAa. (97)
Then, the divergence part of Eq. (96) can be written as
−1
2
Ada
(
δab+ ξDaD†b
)
Adb = −
1
2
a
(
+ ξ ~D† ~D
)
a. (98)
Since D†aAa is orthogonal to the zero mode d
(0) of ~D† ~D, a is also independent of d(0). Hence,
a is expanded by the eigenstates d(n) of ~D† ~D as
a =
∞∑
n>0
d(n)(y)a(n)(x). (99)
Then contributions to the low energy effective action from the divergence part is∫
dD−4y − 1
2
Ada
(
δab+ ξDaD†b
)
Adb =
∞∑
n>0
−1
2
a(n)
(
+ ξm2n
)
a(n). (100)
This together with Eq. (89) for the four dimensional component Aµ, we confirm that the
massless gauge boson A
(0)
µ robustly exists even in higher dimensional case, and all the KK
modes A
(n>0)
µ become heavy by eating a(n).
b. The divergence-free parts Our last task in this subsection is clarifying mass spectra
for the divergence-free part Ad̂fa , which are new degrees of freedom appearing only for D ≥ 6.
To this end, let us first note that the operator Hab can be expressed in the following form
Hab = 1
(N − 2)!εi1i2···iN−2adεi1i2···iN−2bcD
†
dDc , (101)
where εi1···iN is an N = D−4 dimensional completely anti-symmetric tensor. We can rewrite
this as a product of a (N2 )×N matrix D and its adjoint D† as
H =D†D . (102)
One can easily imagine the components of D from the first several examples
D
∣∣
N=2
= (D5, −D4) , (103)
D
∣∣
N=3
=
(
0 D6 −D5
−D6 0 D4
D5 −D4 0
)
, (104)
D
∣∣
N=4
=
 0 0 D7 −D60 −D7 0 D50 D6 −D5 0
D7 0 0 −D4
−D6 0 D4 0
D5 −D4 0 0
 . (105)
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We can construct D
∣∣
N+1
from D
∣∣
N
as
D
∣∣
N+1
=

0
... D
∣∣
N
(a→ a+ 1)
0
(−1)N−1DN+4 (−1)ND4
(−1)N−2DN+3 (−1)N−1D4
... . .
.
D5 −D4

, (106)
where D
∣∣
N
(a → a + 1) means D∣∣
N
whose indices are all shifted by 1 as a → a + 1.
Obviously, the decomposition is not unique under a unitary transformation D → UD with
U ∈ U ((N2 )). However, this ambiguity does not yields any physical consequences. So we
fix the ambiguity by choosing a specific D. We are primally interested in existence of a
massless state since its presence would be critical in the low energy effective theory on the
host topological soliton.
Since H in Eq. (102) is semi-positive definite, the zero eigenstate is unique and satisfies
D~α(0) = 0, ~α(0) =
(
α
(0)
4
...
α
(0)
D−1
)
. (107)
For example, this condition in the D = 6, 7, 8 cases read
D = 6 : D5α
(0)
4 −D4α(0)5 = 0, (108)
D = 7 :
(
D6α
(0)
5 −D5α(0)6
D4α
(0)
6 −D6α(0)4
D5α
(0)
4 −D4α(0)5
)
= 0, (109)
D = 8 :

D7α
(0)
6 −D6α(0)7
D5α
(0)
7 −D7α(0)5
D6α
(0)
5 −D5α(0)6
D7α
(0)
4 −D4α(0)7
D4α
(0)
6 −D6α(0)4
D5α
(0)
4 −D4α(0)5
 = 0. (110)
These can easily be generalized in generic D dimensions as
D[aα
(0)
b] = 0, (111)
for all a, b = {4, · · · , D−1}. By using the definition in Eq. (61) and the assumptions β0 6= 0,
we can rewrite this as
Bab ≡ ∂a
(
α
(0)
b
β0
)
− ∂b
(
α
(0)
a
β0
)
= 0. (112)
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Let us take any three indices from {4, · · · , D − 1}, say 4, 5, 6. For this choice, B45 = B56 =
B46 = 0 is just a vorticity zero condition to the three vector
(
α
(0)
4
β0
,
α
(0)
5
β0
,
α
(0)
6
β0
)
. The same is
true for any choice of three indices. Therefore, from the conventional Stokes’ theorem in
three spatial dimensions, the massless condition (112) means that there exists a potential
− λ(y)
β0(y)
by which any α
(0)
a can be expressed as
α
(0)
a
β0
= ∂a
(
− λ
β0
)
⇔ α(0)a = Daλ. (113)
Finally, we have to verify if this is divergence-free or not. Indeed, it is a divergence part
which can be seen as∫
dD−4y ~α(0) · ~Adf =
∫
dD−4y ~Dλ · ~Adf =
∫
dD−4y λ ~D† ~Adf = 0. (114)
Namely, the operator H has no divergence-free zero modes in generic D dimensions.[? ]
In order to clarify massive modes of the divergence-free parts, firstly, let us introduce the
eigenvectors f¯ (n)(y) and eigenvalues m¯2D,n of the (
N
2 )× (N2 ) Hermitian operator H¯ =DD†
dual to H as
H¯ ≡DD†, H¯f¯ (n) = m¯2D,nf¯ (n), (115)
where f¯ (n) is a (N2 ) vector whose component is f¯
(n)
a˜ (a¯ = 1, 2, · · · , (N2 )). Then it is straight-
forward to show
HD†f¯ (n) = m¯2D,nD†f¯ (n), (m¯D,n 6= 0). (116)
A nice thing for this is that the divergence-free condition is automatically satisfied for any
f¯ (n) as
D†a
(
D†f¯ (n)
)
a
= 0. (117)
This can be proved by acting D†a on (D
†)aa¯ given in Eqs. (108) – (110) as
D†a(D
†)aa¯ = 0, (D)a¯aDa = 0. (118)
Expanding the divergence-free parts as
~Ad̂f =
∑
n 6=0
L(n)(x)
D†f¯ (n)
m¯D,n
, (119)
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and plugging this into the quadratic Lagrangian and integrating it over the extra dimensions,
we get ∫
dD−4y
1
2
Ad̂fa Γ
df
abA
d̂f
b = −
1
2
∑
n6=0
L(n)
(
+ m¯2D,n
)
L(n). (120)
This expression is formally valid for any β.
Unfortunately, it is still not clear the relation between the eigenvalue m2D,n of the
~D† ~D
operator and m¯2D,n of the H¯ = DD† operator. For this point, the D = 6 case is especially
simple as
H¯∣∣
D=6
=DD†
∣∣
D=6
= DaD
†
a. (121)
FIG. 3: A brief summary of the effective fields localized on a topological soliton by a
neutral stabilizer H in higher dimensional models.
We briefly summarize the gauge sector with Fig. 3. Similarly to the 5D case, there are
only two massless states in the low energy effective theory in four dimensions: the one is
the gauge field A
(0)
µ and the other is the U(1) NG field θ(0). In addition to the infinite KK
towers of A
(KK)
µ (eating a(KK)), θ(KK), there newly appear another KK towers of A
d̂f(KK)
a .
IV. LOCALIZATION BY A CHARGED STABILIZER IN D = 5
In this section, we will again consider five dimensional models in which the stabilizer h is
not neutral but has a charge to the would-be localized U(1) gauge field. Namely, we slightly
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modify the Lagrangian Ls in Eq. (5) as
Ls = DMHDMH∗ + ∂MT∂MT − V (H,T ), (M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), (122)
with the conventional covariant derivative
DMH = ∂MH + iqAMH. (123)
As before, we adopt the notation that the gauge coupling constant is absorbed in the gauge
field AM , and q stands for a charge of H to the U(1) gauge transformation. Except for
the change ∂MH → DMH, we will not modify the Lagrangian (2). Thus, the Lagrangian
L respects the five dimensional Lorentz symmetry and the U(1) gauge symmetry. The
charged stabilizer H now interacts with the U(1) gauge field AM through both the covariant
derivative and the function β(H) in front of the F2 term. This is a seed for a mixture of
the Higgs mechanism which takes place inhomogeneously, and the localization of the gauge
field on the domain wall. This is what we will clarify in this section.
The Euler-Lagrange equations are slightly modified as
DMDMH + ∂V
∂H∗
= −2β ∂β
∂H∗
FMNFMN , (124)
∂M∂
MT +
∂V
∂T
= 0, (125)
∂M
(
β2FMN) = iq (HDNH∗ −H∗DNH) . (126)
Note that we can set H to be real, and then AM = 0 solves the third equation. The first
and second equations with AM = 0 are identical with those in the previous section, so that
the background soliton configuration with T = T0(y) and H = H0(y) (H0 is real) remains
as the solution. In what follows, we will assume H0 6= 0.
Let us next perturb the background solution as before. The fluctuations are introduced as
T = T0 + τ , H = e
iϑ(H0 +h), and AM itself stands for the small fluctuation. We will obtain
a quadratic Lagrangian for the fluctuations for figuring out mass spectra. A difference from
the previous model with the neutral scalar resides only in the covariant derivative as
DMH = eiϑ {∂M(H0 + h) + iH0(∂Mϑ+ qAM)} . (127)
Namely, a change from the neutral scalar case is realized by just an exchange
∂Mϑ→ DMϑ ≡ ∂Mϑ+ qAM . (128)
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Therefore, the quadratic Lagrangian of the scalar sector can immediately obtained as
L(2)s = −~ξ T
(
∂µ∂
µ +M2) ~ξ + H20ϑ (D†µDµ −H−20 D†yH20Dy)ϑ, (129)
where D†Mϑ = −∂Mϑ+ qAM , and ~ξ andM2 are defined in Eqs. (14) and (34), respectively.
Let us rewrite the quadratic Lagrangian with respect to the canonical field θ defined in
Eq. (23) as
L(2)s = −~ξ T
(
∂µ∂
µ +M2) ~ξ
+
1
2
(∂µθ + q
√
2H0Aµ)(∂µθ + q
√
2H0Aµ)
− 1
2
(Qyθ − q
√
2H0Ay)(Qyθ − q
√
2H0Ay), (130)
Comparing this to Eq. (24) for the neutral case, the terms with q are added. On the contrary,
the gauge sector L(2)g is unchanged since it is independent of q. However, the scalar sector
L(2)s newly include the mixing terms between Aµ and θ which we would like to eliminate to
diagonalize mass matrices. To this end, we need to modify the gauge fixing term (31) in the
five dimensions as
Lξ = −2β
2
ξ
{
∂µAµ − ξ 1
β2
(
∂y
(
β2Ay
)
+ q
H0
2
√
2
θ
)}2
. (131)
We are now ready to write down the quadratic Lagrangian in terms of the canonically
normalized field AM = 2β0AM as
(Ls + Lg + Lξ)
∣∣∣∣
quad
= −~ξ T (∂µ∂µ +M2) ~ξ
+
1
2
Aµ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµν
(
D†yDy + q
2E20
)]
Aν
− 1
2
AyAy − 1
2
θθ
− ξ
2
(
D†yAy + qE0θ
)2 − 1
2
(Qyθ − qE0Ay)2 , (132)
where we defined
E0 = H0√
2β0
. (133)
Obviously, the scalar fields τ, h ∈ ~ξ stand alone. Therefore, the mass spectrum of ~ξ is not
affected by whether the stabilizer H is neutral or not. After all, all modifications from the
neutral case appear only in the sectors for AM and θ in the specific form qE0.
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The above Lagrangian includes two important phenomena. The one is the localization of
the gauge field Aµ. As we saw in Eq. (48) in the neutral case, the KK modes A
(KK)
µ get mas-
sive by absorbing a(KK) which essentially resides in Ay. The other is the conventional Higgs
mechanism that a gauge field becomes massive by eating a NG scalar field associated with
a spontaneously broken symmetry. For our case, roughly speaking, the NG is θ. However,
it is not precise since our soliton background is inhomogeneous. Indeed, Ay and θ are mixed
in Eq. (132). Our next task is to diagonalize them, and make clear what field is physical or
unphysical.
a. The simplest case Let us first consider the simplest example where E0 is a constant.
Then, we immediately see from Eq. (132) that all the mass eigenvalues of Aµ are sifted by
a constant as
mD,n →
√
m2D,n + q
2E20 , (134)
where mD,n is the eigenvalue of D
†
yDy defined in Eq. (38). It is important to realize that now
the zero eigenvalue is gone. The massless state is now lifted by the non zero mass qE0. This is
a peculiar phenomenon which occurs as a consequence of interplay between the localization
of gauge fields and the Higgs mechanism. We will explain this in more detail below. For
that purpose, let us first note that β0 is proportional to H0 when E0 is constant. This implies
Qy = Dy and Q
†
y = D
†
y from their definitions in Eqs. (25) and (37). In addition, since the
divergence-free part in Ay is not normalizable as is described below Eq. (53), we eliminate
Adfy . Hence, we can always expand Ay = A
d
y by the eigenstates {Dyd(n)} of DyD†y as is given
in Eq. (45). At the same time, we expand θ by the eigenstates {d(n)} of D†yDy = Q†yQy as
Ay =
∞∑
n6=0
a(n)(x)
Dyd
(n)(y)
mD,n
, θ =
∞∑
n=0
θ(n)(x)d(n)(y). (135)
Plugging these into the quadratic Lagrangian (132) and integrating it over y, we find
Leff = L
(0)
eff +
∞∑
n6=0
(
L
(n;1)
eff + L
(n;2)
eff
)
, (136)
with
L
(0)
eff =
1
2
A(0)µ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµνq2E20
]
A(0)ν
− 1
2
θ(0)
(
+ ξq2E20
)
θ(0), (137)
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and
L
(n6=0;1)
eff =
1
2
A(n)µ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµν
(
m2D,n + q
2E20
)]
A(n)ν
− 1
2
a(n)q
[
+ ξ
(
m2D,n + q
2E20
)]
a(n)q , (138)
L
(n6=0;2)
eff = −
1
2
θ(n)q
[
+
(
m2D,n + q
2E20
)]
θ(n)q , (139)
where we have defined new variables, in order to diagonalize the mixed terms, as
a(n)q =
mD,na
(n) + qE0θ(n)√
m2D,n + q
2E20
, θ(n)q =
mD,nθ
(n) − qE0a(n)√
m2D,n + q
2E20
, (n 6= 0). (140)
The n = 0 part (137) is the same form as a common quadratic Lagrangian of the gauge
field under the Higgs mechanism in the Rξ gauge. Namely, it expresses that the longitudinal
mode of A
(0)
µ becomes physical by eating the Nambu-Goldstone mode θ(0). As the con-
ventional Higgs mechanism, this occurs via the coupling qAµH in the covariant derivative
DMH. On the other hand, regardless of the value of q, the normalized physical vector fields
A
(0)
µ appears on the domain wall thanks to the generalized gauge kinetic term β2FMNFMN .
This is the peculiar phenomenon as the consequence of interplay of the localization of the
massless gauge field and the Higgs mechanism.
The same can be said to the massive modes A
(n6=0)
µ . Indeed, Eq. (138) has the same
structure as Eq. (137). Instead of eating the genuine Nambu-Goldstone mode θ(n), the KK
mode A
(n6=0)
µ gets massive by absorbing a
(n6=0)
q which is the linear combination of a(n) and
θ(n). The other scalar field θ
(n)
q orthonormal to a
(n)
q appears as a physical massive scalar field
on the domain wall.
In summary, there is the unique physical light vector field A
(0)
µ whose mass square is
q2E20 . In addition, there are the physical heavy KK vector A(n6=0)µ and heavy KK scalar
θ
(n6=0)
q whose masses are separated from the lightest mass qE0 by Ω of order of the inverse of
the domain wall width. Since the two mass scales independently originate, one can freely set
their scales. For example, for a phenomenological use, we may set E0 of order the electroweak
scale, whereas the domain wall scale Ω is taken to be much higher scale like GUT or the
Planck scale. In such situation, only the light massive gauge field A
(0)
µ is relevant in the low
energy effective theory on the domain wall [51].
b. The generic case After getting an intuitive and transparent understanding through
the simplest example, let us next consider the generic case where E0 is not a constant. We
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need to go back to Eq. (132). The crucial difference from the simplest case is that Qy and
Dy are different operators. However, they relate through
E0Q†y = D†yE0 . (141)
In order to eliminate mixed terms of Ay and θ in Eq. (132), let us introduce new variables
aq and θq by
D†yAy = D
†
yDy
1√
D†yDy + (qE0)2
aq − 1√(
D†yDy
)−1
+ (qE0)−2
θq, (142)
θ =
1
qE0
1√(
D†yDy
)−1
+ (qE0)−2
θq + qE0 1√
D†yDy + (qE0)2
aq. (143)
Note that D†yAy is orthonormal to the zero mode d
(0) of D†yDy whereas θ in general has non
zero component for d(0). For consistency, we assume that θq is orthonormal to d
(0) but aq is
not. Then, after little algebras with making use of the identity (141), we find
D†yAy + qE0θ =
√
D†yDy + (qE0)2 aq, (144)
Qyθ − qE0Ay = Kθq, (145)
where we have defined
K = QyqE0
√(
D†yDy
)−1
+ (qE0)−2. (146)
With these at hand, the Lagrangian (132) reads
L∣∣
quad
=
1
2
Aµ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµν
(
D†yDy + (qE0)2
)]
Aν
− 1
2
aq
[
+ ξ
(
D†yDy + (qE0)2
)]
aq
− 1
2
θq
[
+K†K] θq. (147)
We should emphasis that the mass operator for aq precisely coincides with that of Aµ mul-
tiplied by the gauge fixing parameter ξ. Thus, what we need to do is expanding Aν and aq
by the eigenfunction d
(n)
q of the operator D†yDy + (qE0)2[
D†yDy + (qE0)2
]
d(n)q = m
2
Dq,nd
(n)
q , (148)
as
Aµ =
∞∑
n=0
A(n)µ (x)d
(n)
q (y), aq =
∞∑
n=0
a(n)q (x)d
(n)
q (y). (149)
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Plugging these into Eq. (147), we get the formally same equations as Eqs. (137) and (138)
with the identification θ(0) = a
(0)
q . Interplay of the localization of gauge field and the Higgs
mechanism works as follows: the massless gauge field A
(0)
µ absorbs a
(0)
q and gets non zero
mass mDq,0. The higher KK gauge fields A
(n6=0)
µ also absorbs a
(n6=0)
q and becomes heavier
than the neutral case by mD,n → mDq,n. We should note that the eating and eaten fields
have the exactly same wave functions d
(n)
q .
Fig. 4 briefly summarizes the gauge sector. There are no massless states in the low energy
effective theory in four dimensions as a consequence of the local Higgs mechanism that the
massless gauge field A
(0)
µ eats the U(1) NG field θ(0). In general, its mass is independent of
the domain wall width, so that it is under control in the sense that it can be light or heavy
according to β. So A
(0)
µ is qualitatively different from all other superheavy KK modes.
FIG. 4: A brief summary of the effective fields localized on a topological soliton by a
charged stabilizer H in five-dimensional models.
V. LOCALIZATION BY A CHARGED STABILIZER IN D ≥ 5
We now come to analyze the most generic models with the charged stabilizer H. Namely,
we will take the generic dimensions D ≥ 5, and the generic function for β(H). The main
difference from Sec. III is that the stabilizer is not neutral but has a charge q to the would-be
localized gauge field AM . Furthermore, as we saw in Sec. IV, the extension from D = 5
to D ≥ 6 is not straightforward but we need new analysis for the divergence free parts Adfa
which would supply physical scalar fields unlike the divergence part.
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Let us begin with describing the Lagrangian again. The Lagrangian we will analyze in
this section is same as the one in Eq. (2). We take the same gauge kinetic part as L0 given
in Eq. (3). However, for the scalar part, instead of Ls in Eq. (5), we consider Ls given in
Eq. (122) with M = 0, 1, 2, · · · , D− 1. As before, we perturb the background configuration
T0 and H0, and introduce small fluctuations τ , ϑ, h, and AM by T = T0+τ , H = eiϑ(H0+h).
The quadratic Lagrangian for the scalar part reads
L(2)s = −~ξ T
(
+M2) ~ξ + H20ϑ (D†µDµ −H−20 D†aH20Da)ϑ, (150)
where DMϑ = ∂Mϑ+ qAM , D†Mϑ = −∂Mϑ+ qAM , and ~ξ andM2 are same as those given in
Eq. (82). Compared to Eq. (129) in D = 5, the change is just Dy → Da (a = 4, 5, · · · , D−1).
Accordingly, Eq. (130) is naturally generalized as
L˜(2) = −~ξ T (+M2) ~ξ
+
1
2
(∂µθ + q
√
2H0Aµ)(∂µθ + q
√
2H0Aµ)
− 1
2
(Qaθ − q
√
2H0Aa)(Qaθ − q
√
2H0Aa), (151)
with the canonically normalized field θ =
√
2H0ϑ defined in Eq. (23). Similarly, we also
extend the gauge fixing term as
Lξ = −2β
2
ξ
{
∂µAµ − ξ 1
β2
(
∂a
(
β2Aa
)
+ q
H0
2
√
2
θ
)}2
. (152)
Correcting all the pieces Ls, Lg, and Lξ, and using the normalized field AM = 2β0AM , we
reach the following quadratic Lagrangian
L∣∣
quad
= −~ξ T (+M2) ~ξ
+
1
2
Aµ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµν
(
D†aDa + q
2E20
)]
Aν
− 1
2
AaAa − 1
2
θθ
− ξ
2
(
D†aAa + qE0θ
)2 − 1
2
(Qaθ − qE0Aa)2 − 1
2
AaHabAb. (153)
Up to here, the quadratic Lagrangian is formally trivial extension of the five dimensional
case given in Eq. (132) except for the last term with H defined in Eq. (101). However,
separating multiple fields Ada, A
df
a and θ into physical and unphysical degrees of freedom is
not an easy task due to the mixings among them.
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As in the five dimensions, the quadratic Lagrangian include Qa and Da which are related
by
E0Q†a = D†aE0 . (154)
An idea is unifying the extra dimensional gauge fields Aa and the phase θ within a N + 1
component vector ~A as
~A =
 ~A
θ
 . (155)
In addition, we extend ~D and H to ~D and H which act on ~A by
~D =
 ~D
qE0
 , H =
H + q2E201D−4 −qE0 ~Q
−q ~Q†E0 ~Q† ~Q
 . (156)
Similarly to Eq. (80), we have
H ~D =
H ~D + q2E0 (E0 ~D − ~QE0)
−q ~Q†
(
E0 ~D − ~QE0
)
 = 0, (157)
where we used Eqs. (80) and (154). It is straightforward to show the following equations to
hold
~A†H ~A = ~A†
(H + q2E20) ~A− qE0 ~A† ~Qθ − qθ ~Q†E0 ~A+ θ ~Q† ~Qθ
= ~A†H ~A+
(
~Qθ − qE0 ~A
)† (
~Qθ − qE0 ~A
)
, (158)
~D†~A = ~D† ~A+ qE0θ, (159)
~D†~D = ~D† ~D + q2E20 . (160)
Then, we can rewrite the quadratic Lagrangian (153) into the following compact form as
L∣∣
quad
= −~ξ T (+M2) ~ξ
+
1
2
Aµ
[
ηµν−
(
1− 1
ξ
)
∂µ∂ν + ηµν~D†~D
]
Aν
− 1
2
~A†
(
+H+ ξ~D~D†
)
~A. (161)
Note that the gauge sector (the second and third lines) formally coincide with the quadratic
Lagrangian of the gauge part in the neutral case Eq. (76) with Γs given in Eqs. (77) and (78).
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Therefore, we can repeat the almost same procedures to decompose physical and unphysical
degrees of freedom from ~A. Firstly, let us define a projection operator
P = ~D
(
~D†~D
)−1
~D†. (162)
Then we decompose ~A as
~A = ~Ad + ~Adf , ~Ad ≡ P~A, ~Adf ≡ (1− P) ~A. (163)
Since the projection operator includes
(
~D†~D
)−1
, we should check if it is always regular or
not. It would be ill-defined when
(
~D†~D
)−1
acts on a zero mode of ~D†~D. However, it is
obvious that ~D†~D = ~D† ~D + q2E20 does not have zero eigenstates unless qE0 = 0. Thus, we
proved that the projection operator P is well-defined as long as q 6= 0.
From Eqs. (157) and (163), we find
H~Ad = 0, ~D†~Adf = 0. (164)
The divergence free part can be decomposed as
~Adf =
 β−10 ~η
0
+ ~Ad̂f . (165)
The first term in the right hand side diverges at the spatial infinity, so we remove it by hand.
With these at hand, now, we can rewrite
~A†
(
+H+ ξ~D~D†
)
~A = ~Ad̂f† (+H) ~Ad̂f + ~Ad†
(
+ ξ~D~D†
)
~Ad
= ~Ad̂f† (+H) ~Ad̂f + a†
(
+ ξ~D†~D
)
a, (166)
where we defined
a ≡ 1√
~D†~D
~D†~A. (167)
Thus, we again run into the coincidence between the mass determining operator ~D†~D for
Aµ and ξ~D
†~D for a. This implies that a is eaten by Aµ to give non zero masses. For the
divergence free part, we mimic the factorization done in Eq. (102). In this case, H can be
factorized as
H = D†D, (168)
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with
D =
 D 0
qE01N − ~Q
 , (169)
where D’s are given in Eqs.(103) – (105). The size of D is (N+12 )× (N + 1). Let us study
a zero mode of H which satisfies
H~f (0) = 0 ⇔ D~f (0) = 0 ⇔ ~f (0) = ~Dg, (170)
with an arbitrary scalar function g. One can directly verify this as
D~D =
 D 0
qE01N − ~Q
 ~D
qE0
 =
 D ~D
qE0 ~D − ~Q(qE0)
 = 0, (171)
where we used Eqs. (118) and (154). This implies that the divergence-free part is orthogonal
to ~f (0) because ∫
dD−4y~f (0) · ~Adf =
∫
dD−4y ~Dg · ~Adf =
∫
dD−4y g~D†~Adf = 0. (172)
Now, we consider a dual operator
H¯ = DD†, H¯ f¯(n) = m¯2D,nf¯(n), (173)
where f¯(n) is a (N+12 ) vector. Then one can easily verify the following equations
H
(
D†f¯(n)
)
= m¯2D,n
(
D†f¯(n)
)
, ~D†
(
D†f¯(n)
)
= 0. (174)
Thus, the divergence-free component ~Ad̂f can be decomposed by the divergence-free eigen-
functions D†f¯(n) of H as
~Ad̂f =
∑
n
L(n)(x)
D†f¯(n)
m¯D,n
, (175)
and the divergence-free part reads∫
dD−4y ~Ad̂f† (+H) ~Ad̂f =
∑
n
L(n)
(
+ m¯2D,n
)
L(n). (176)
Hence, the formulae for the charged stabilizer are the same as those for the neutral stabilizer
if we replace
(
~Ad, ~Ad̂f , ~D,D,H, H¯
)
by
(
~Ad, ~Ad̂f , ~D,D,H, H¯
)
.
Let us compare the results in 5 dimensions given in Sec. IV and in higher dimensions
obtained in this section. In the five dimensional case, we decomposed the physical (θq)
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and unphysical (aq) degrees of freedom as given in Eq. (147). However, the mass square
operator K†K is the complicated operator, so that it is difficult to obtain eigenvalues in
reality. Compared to this, the generic formula given here is better since obtaining mass
eigenvalues of ~Ad̂f is relatively easier. This is because its mass square operator H remains
simple as a consequence of unifying ~A and θ in ~A.
Fig. 5 briefly summarizes the gauge sector. As in the 5D case, there are no massless states
in the low energy effective theory in four dimensions. The lightest field is the massive vector
field A
(0)
µ . All other physical degrees of freedom reside in A
(KK)
µ and the divergence-free
components ~Ad̂f(KK). They are superheavy whose masses are of order inverse of the domain
wall width.
FIG. 5: A brief summary of the effective fields localized on a topological soliton by a
charged stabilizer H in higher dimensional models.
Before closing this section, let us make a comment on the divergence free part for a model
with a constant E0 = H0/(
√
2β0). From the condition ~D
†~Adf = 0, we find
θ = − 1
qE0
~D† ~A = − 1
qE0
~D†
(
~Ad + ~Adf
)
= − 1
qE0
~D† ~Ad. (177)
Therefore, we can express the divergence free part as
~Adf =
 ~Adf
0
+
 ~Ad
− 1
qE0
~D† ~Ad
 =
D†
0
 f¯ +
 1
− 1
qE0
~D†
 ~Ad, (178)
where we used ~Adf = D†f¯ from Eq. (118). Note that the first and the second terms in the
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right hand side are orthogonal each other. This can be easily verified asD†
0
† ~D( ~D† ~D)−1
− 1
qE0
 =D ~D( ~D† ~D)−1 = 0, (179)
where we used D ~D = 0 from Eq. (118). Since E0 is constant, ~D = ~Q. Then we have
H
D†
0
 =
D†
0
(H¯ + q2E201(N2 )) , (180)
H
 1
− 1
qE0
~D†
 =
 1
− 1
qE0
~D†
( ~D ~D† + q2E201N) , (181)
where we used Eq. (118) for ~D†D† = 0 and Eq. (95) for H ~Ad = 0. Hence, to see the physical
spectra in ~Adf , we need to expand f¯ by the eigenstates of H¯ operator, and expand ~Ad by
the eigenstates of ~D ~D† operator.
VI. SEVERAL EXAMPLES IN D = 6
A. Intersection of domain walls
Let us consider the scalar Lagrangian in six dimensions
Ls = |∂MH|2 − Ω2|H|2 +
∑
i=4,5
[
(∂MTi)
2 − λ2 (T 2i + |H|2 − v2)2] . (182)
Here, T4 and T5 are real scalar fields, and H is a complex scalar field. There exist four
discrete vacua T4 = ±v and T5 = ±v with H = 0. Thus, we have two kinds of domain
walls associated with the discrete symmetry Z2 × Z2: the one made of T4 and the other
made of T5. The domain walls, in general, are not parallel each other, and intersect at an
angle. Hereafter, we will concentrate on the intersecting domain walls at 90 degree, see
Refs. [56–59] for the intersecting domain walls in supersymmetric models.
Similarly to the single domain wall studied in Sec. II B, each domain wall can induce local
condensation of H according to values of the parameters. To quickly see this, let us make
an ansatz
T4 = v tanh Ωx
4, T5 = v tanh Ωx
5, H = 0. (183)
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no condensations condensation at intersection condensation inside walls
T1
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H
<latexit sha1_ba se64="u41vvLzM7c74vqPuleLchk1D qiQ=">AAACZHichVFNSwJBGH7cvswsL QmCICQxOsUYQtFJ6OLRj/wAE9ndRlvc L3ZXwaQ/UNeiQ6eCiOhndOkPdPAPBN HRoEuHXteFKKneYWaeeeZ93nlmRjJVx XYY6/mEsfGJySn/dGAmODsXCs8vFG2j Zcm8IBuqYZUl0eaqovOCozgqL5sWFz VJ5SWpuTvYL7W5ZSuGvud0TF7VxIau1 BVZdIjKpmvhGNtgbkRHQcIDMXiRMcK 32McBDMhoQQOHDoewChE2tQoSYDCJq6 JLnEVIcfc5jhEgbYuyOGWIxDZpbNCq4 rE6rQc1bVct0ykqdYuUUcTZE7tjffb I7tkL+/i1VtetMfDSoVkaarlZC50s5d //VWk0Ozj8Uv3p2UEd265XhbybLjO4 hTzUt48u+vmdXLy7xq7ZK/m/Yj32QDf Q22/yTZbnLhGgD0j8fO5RUNzcSBDOJm OppPcVfixjFev03ltIIY0MCnQuxynO cO57FoJCRFgcpgo+TxPBtxBWPgGSGIm 6</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="u41vvLzM7c74vqPuleLchk1D qiQ=">AAACZHichVFNSwJBGH7cvswsL QmCICQxOsUYQtFJ6OLRj/wAE9ndRlvc L3ZXwaQ/UNeiQ6eCiOhndOkPdPAPBN HRoEuHXteFKKneYWaeeeZ93nlmRjJVx XYY6/mEsfGJySn/dGAmODsXCs8vFG2j Zcm8IBuqYZUl0eaqovOCozgqL5sWFz VJ5SWpuTvYL7W5ZSuGvud0TF7VxIau1 BVZdIjKpmvhGNtgbkRHQcIDMXiRMcK 32McBDMhoQQOHDoewChE2tQoSYDCJq6 JLnEVIcfc5jhEgbYuyOGWIxDZpbNCq4 rE6rQc1bVct0ykqdYuUUcTZE7tjffb I7tkL+/i1VtetMfDSoVkaarlZC50s5d //VWk0Ozj8Uv3p2UEd265XhbybLjO4 hTzUt48u+vmdXLy7xq7ZK/m/Yj32QDf Q22/yTZbnLhGgD0j8fO5RUNzcSBDOJm OppPcVfixjFev03ltIIY0MCnQuxynO cO57FoJCRFgcpgo+TxPBtxBWPgGSGIm 6</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="u41vvLzM7c74vqPuleLchk1D qiQ=">AAACZHichVFNSwJBGH7cvswsL QmCICQxOsUYQtFJ6OLRj/wAE9ndRlvc L3ZXwaQ/UNeiQ6eCiOhndOkPdPAPBN HRoEuHXteFKKneYWaeeeZ93nlmRjJVx XYY6/mEsfGJySn/dGAmODsXCs8vFG2j Zcm8IBuqYZUl0eaqovOCozgqL5sWFz VJ5SWpuTvYL7W5ZSuGvud0TF7VxIau1 BVZdIjKpmvhGNtgbkRHQcIDMXiRMcK 32McBDMhoQQOHDoewChE2tQoSYDCJq6 JLnEVIcfc5jhEgbYuyOGWIxDZpbNCq4 rE6rQc1bVct0ykqdYuUUcTZE7tjffb I7tkL+/i1VtetMfDSoVkaarlZC50s5d //VWk0Ozj8Uv3p2UEd265XhbybLjO4 hTzUt48u+vmdXLy7xq7ZK/m/Yj32QDf Q22/yTZbnLhGgD0j8fO5RUNzcSBDOJm OppPcVfixjFev03ltIIY0MCnQuxynO cO57FoJCRFgcpgo+TxPBtxBWPgGSGIm 6</latexit><latexit sha1_ba se64="u41vvLzM7c74vqPuleLchk1D qiQ=">AAACZHichVFNSwJBGH7cvswsL QmCICQxOsUYQtFJ6OLRj/wAE9ndRlvc L3ZXwaQ/UNeiQ6eCiOhndOkPdPAPBN HRoEuHXteFKKneYWaeeeZ93nlmRjJVx XYY6/mEsfGJySn/dGAmODsXCs8vFG2j Zcm8IBuqYZUl0eaqovOCozgqL5sWFz VJ5SWpuTvYL7W5ZSuGvud0TF7VxIau1 BVZdIjKpmvhGNtgbkRHQcIDMXiRMcK 32McBDMhoQQOHDoewChE2tQoSYDCJq6 JLnEVIcfc5jhEgbYuyOGWIxDZpbNCq4 rE6rQc1bVct0ykqdYuUUcTZE7tjffb I7tkL+/i1VtetMfDSoVkaarlZC50s5d //VWk0Ozj8Uv3p2UEd265XhbybLjO4 hTzUt48u+vmdXLy7xq7ZK/m/Yj32QDf Q22/yTZbnLhGgD0j8fO5RUNzcSBDOJm OppPcVfixjFev03ltIIY0MCnQuxynO cO57FoJCRFgcpgo+TxPBtxBWPgGSGIm 6</latexit>
FIG. 6: Three typically different numerical solutions. T1,2 and H are plotted on the x
4-x5
plane. As a benchmark, we take Ω = 2 and λ = 1. We also take v = 1.1, 1.9, and 2.5 for
the left-, middle-, and right-column, respectively.
We fix T4 and T5 by hand, and perturb H by H = 0 + h (for simplicity, we will omit the
U(1) NG mode and set h to be real). Then, we find the Schro¨dinger potential for h as
Vh = Ω
2 − 2λ2v2 (sech2Ωx4 + sech2Ωx5) . (184)
Depth of the potential is two folds: Vh → Ω2−2λ2v2 inside the each wall, and Vh → Ω2−4λ2v2
at the wall intersection. Thus, we expect that a tachyonic mode of h appears, and it is
localized either on the domain walls or only at the intersecting point according to λv/Ω.
In order verify this observation, we numerically solved equations of motion for the model
(182). The numerical solutions are shown in Fig. 6. We found three qualitatively different
configurations. The first solution (the left column of Fig. 6) has no H condensations at
all. This appears when Ω is sufficiently larger than λv. The second solution has finite H
condensation only around the intersecting point (the middle column of Fig. 6). The third
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solution has infinite H condensation along the domain walls (the right column of Fig. 6).
For our purpose of constructing four dimensional low energy theory, we prefer the finite
condensation of H whose codimension is two in six dimensions. Therefore, we will consider
solutions of the type of middle column of Fig. 6.
Unfortunately, we do not have an analytic solution of the intersecting domain walls with
a finite and non-zero condensation of H. However, for an appropriate choice of parameters
λ, v and Ω, we can make a simple separated approximation
Happrox = a sech Ω
′x4 sech Ω′x5, (185)
with a and Ω′ being approximation parameters. We assume Ω′ is the same order of Ω. This
product ansatz works very well as can be seen in Fig. 7 where we compare the numerical
solution and the approximation with appropriate a and Ω′.
(a) numerical solution (b) approximation
FIG. 7: The left panel shows a numerical solution for (Ω, λ, v) = (2, 1, 1.5). The right panel
is a plot of the separated approximation with (a,Ω′) = (0.6,
√
2) in Eq. (185).
With the above separable background condensation in Eq. (185) at hand, we will now
investigate localization of the gauge field on the intersecting point through the Lagrangian
Lg = −β2FMNFMN , (M,N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), (186)
with
β =
|H|
2µ
→ β0 ' a
2µ
sech Ω′x4 sech Ω′x5 . (187)
The separable property of the approximate function β0 in x
4 and x5 will help us to obtain
the mass spectra below.
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1. Neutral stablizer
Here, we study the mass spectra of θ, Aµ, and Aa for the model with the neutral stabilizer
H. All the formulae are given in Sec. III. As is given in Eq. (83), the mass spectrum for θ
is determined by Q†aQa. Similarly, the mass spectrum of Aµ is determined by D
†
aDa from
Eq. (87). In general, Qa and Da are different, but for the special choice of β proportional to
|H| in Eq. (187) they are identical. To obtain their mass spectra, we will make use of the
separable approximation for β0 in Eq. (187). In this approximation, we have
Da ' −∂a + ∂a sech Ω
′xa
sech Ω′xa
→ D†aDa '
∑
a=4,5
[−∂2a + Ω′2 (1− 2 sech 2Ω′xa)] . (188)
Hence, the eigenvalue equation D†aDadn = m
2
D,ndn can be solved by separation of variables
about x4 and x5. The separated equations are identical to Eq. (26) which we have already
analytically solved. There exists the unique zero eigenstate
mD,0 = 0, d
(0) ∝ sech Ω′x4 sech Ω′x5. (189)
All the excited states are continuum scattering modes as Eq. (28) whose masses are given
by
mD(k4, k5)
2 =
{
k24 + Ω
′2, k25 + Ω
′2, k24 + k
2
5 + 2Ω
′2} . (190)
The mass spectrum of the divergence-free part Ad̂fa is determined by H from Eq. (96),
with
D =
(
D5 −D4
)
, H =D†D =
 D†5D5 −D†5D4
−D†4D5 D†4D4
 . (191)
We have shown in Sec. III B 3 that the mass spectrum of H is identical to that of H¯ which
can again be solved by separation of variables in x4 and x5. For the specific β0 given in
Eq. (187), the problem becomes even simpler since H¯ has a constant potential:
H¯ =DD† = DaD†a = −∂2a + 2Ω′2. (192)
Therefore, there are no bound states and the mass spectrum is given by
m¯2D,n = k
2
4 + k
2
5 + 2Ω
′2. (193)
Thus, we conclude that the massless bound states localized at the intersection point are
the four dimensional gauge field A
(0)
µ and the Nambu-Goldstone field θ(0). All other KK
states from AM and θ are superheavy with the mass of order Ω
′ and are not localized.
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2. Charged stabilizer
We next study the same model as Eq. (182), but now the stabilizer H is not neutral.
So, we replace ∂MH by DMH. The mass spectrum of Aµ in this case is determined by
~D†~D = D†aDa + q
2E20 , see Eq. (161). For the choice of β in Eq. (187), E0 is a constant
E0 = H0√
2 β0
=
√
2µ. (194)
Thus, the masses of A
(n)
µ are all shifted by the constant
√
2 qµ from those of the neutral case.
Namely, there is only one bound state A
(0)
µ which gets mass
√
2 qµ by the Higgs mechanism
which locally occurs at the intersection point.
The remaining fields θ and Aa are unified in ~A, and the physical degrees of freedom are
confined in ~Ad̂f . The mass spectrum of ~Ad̂f are identical to the eigenvalues of H:
D =

D5 −D4 0
qE0 0 −D4
0 qE0 −D5
 , (195)
H = D†D =

D†5D5 + q
2E20 −D†5D4 −qE0D4
−D†4D5 D†4D4 + q2E20 −qE0D5
−qE0D†4 −qE0D†5 D†4D4 +D†5D5
 . (196)
Following the general arguments of Sec. V, the eigenvalues of H coincides with H¯ whose
explicit form is given by
H¯ = DD† =

D4D
†
4 +D5D
†
5 qE0D5 −qE0D4
qE0D†5 D4D†4 + q2E20 D4D†5
−qE0D†4 D5D†4 D5D†5 + q2E20
 . (197)
Hence, in contrast to H and H¯ in the neutral case, there are no practical advantages to deal
with H¯ instead of H.
In order to obtain the mass spectra of the divergence free part, we make use of the generic
argument given at the end of the Sec. V. According to them, the divergence free part can
be decomposed into two orthogonal components as Eq. (178). The mass spectrum for the
component associated with f¯ of (178) corresponds to the eigenvalues of H¯ + 2q2µ2, and
the one for the other component ~Ad corresponds to the eigenvalues of ~D ~D† + 2q2µ212. In
the six dimensions, we have H¯ = DaD†a and ~D ~D† =
(
D4D
†
4 D4D
†
5
D5D
†
4 D5D
†
5
)
. Note that the non-zero
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eigenvalues of DaD
†
a are identical to those of ~D
† ~D = D†aDa, if β0 is separable. On the
other hand, the non-zero eigenvalues of ~D ~D† and ~D† ~D are always identical. Therefore,
for the separable β0, the two orthogonal components in the divergence free part ~A
df (the
first and the second term of Eq. (178)) are degenerate with eigenvalues of DaD
†
a + 2q
2µ2 =
−∂2a + 2Ω′2 + 2q2µ2. Therefore, no light bound states exists and all the massive modes are
heavy scattering modes whose masses are of order O(Ω′) ∼ O(Ω).
B. Axially symmetric case
Our next example has β0 that is not separable but is axially symmetric in the x
4-x5 plane.
To be concrete, we assume the following Gaussian
H = ae−Ω
2r2 , r2 = (x4)2 + (x5)2. (198)
Furthermore, we consider a specific β as before
β =
|H|
2µ
→ β0 = a
2µ
e−Ω
2r2 . (199)
1. Neutral stablizer
As before, we concentrate on θ, Aµ, and Aa. All the formulae are given in Sec. III. For
our special choice of β proportional to |H| in Eq. (199), θ and Aµ have the same mass
eigenvalues of
Da = −∂a + ∂ae
−Ω2r2
e−Ω2r2
→ D†aDa = −∂2r −
1
r
∂r − 1
r2
∂2φ + 4Ω
2
(
Ω2r2 − 1) , (200)
with x4+ix5 = reiφ. The Schro¨dinger potential is asymptotically 4Ω4r2, so all the eigenstates
are bound states. Eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of D†aDadnl = m
2
D,nldnl are given by
dnl =
√
2|l|+1(n− |l|)!
pi(n!)3
Ω|l|+1r|l|L|l|n
(
2Ω2r2
)
e−Ω
2r2+ilφ, (201)
L|l|n (ξ) ≡
d |l|
dξ |l|
e ξ
dn
dξ n
ξ ne−ξ, (202)
mD,nl = 2
√
2n− |l|Ω, (203)
with n is semi-positive integer and l is an integer of |l| ≤ n. L|l|n is the associated Laguerre
polynomials. The zero mode is unique with (n, l) = (0, 0) with the wave function
d00 ∝ e−Ω2r2 . (204)
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The mass spectrum of the divergence-free part Ad̂fa is determined by H from Eq. (96).
We have shown in Sec. III B 3 that the mass spectrum of H is identical to that of H¯. In six
dimensions, H¯ is especially simple as
H¯ =DD† = DaD†a = D†aDa + 8Ω2. (205)
Therefore, the mass spectrum of Adfa is given by
m¯2D,nl = m
2
D,nl + 8Ω
2. (206)
2. Charged stablizer
Next we consider the case that the stabilizer H is charged. The masses of Aµ are identical
to eigenvalues of the operator D†aDa = D
†
aDa + q
2E20 . For β in Eq. (199), E0 =
√
2 qµ is
constant. So, the effect of changing the neutral H by the charged H is just shift of all the
eigenvalues m2D,nl of D
†
aDa by the constant 2q
2µ2. This is the consequence of the local Higgs
mechanism.
According to the generic arguments in Sec. V, the other physical degrees of freedom live
in the divergence-free part ~Ad̂f . It can be further decomposed to two components orthogonal
to each other: the component associated with f¯ and the other component associated with
~Ad of (178). The former has the eigenvalues of H¯+ 2q2µ2, and the latter has the eigenvalues
of ~D ~D† + 2q2µ212. In the six dimensions, we have H¯ = DaD†a and its eigenvalues are
given in Eq. (206). On the other hand, the non-zero eigenvalues of ~D ~D† and ~D† ~D = D†aDa
are always identical, which is given in Eq. (203). Therefore, the mass spectra in ~Ad̂f are
m2D,nl + 8Ω
2 + 2q2µ2 and m2D,nl + 2q
2µ2 with (n, l) 6= (0, 0).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated localization of the gauge fields via the field dependent gauge
kinetic term (1) in details. We considered two cases that the stabilizers are neutral and
charged. For the neutral case, we improved previous analysis done in Ref. [37, 44–49], and
especially analysis on the divergence-free parts becomes better, see Sec. II for D = 5, and
Sec. III for generic D ≥ 5. We also studied the models with charged stabilizers. The charged
stabilizers are locally condensed inside a topological soliton, so that they localize the gauge
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fields and at the same time they give a finite mass to the localized gauge fields similarly
to the conventional Higgs mechanism. In order to determine physical mass spectra, we
need to diagonalize complicated mixings between the four-dimensional gauge fields, Nambu-
Goldstone fields, and the extra-dimensional gauge fields which are further decomposed into
the divergence and divergence-free parts. We developed complete and self-contained formula
with which one can clearly separate physical and unphysical degrees of freedom for generic
models in generic D ≥ 5 dimensions.
When we want massless gauge fields on a topological soliton, all we have to do is preparing
neutral stabilizers which interact with the would-be localized gauge fields via Eq. (1). On
the other hand, if we want to have massive gauge bosons on a topological soliton, it can
be realized by just replacing the neutral stabilizers with the charged ones. An attempt of
identifying the charged stabilizer with the SM Higgs boson in the D = 5 model was studied
in Ref. [51].
Let us make a comment on localized gauge fields on domain walls in the Higgs vacua [59–
68]. When a domain wall interpolates two discrete Higgs vacua where the gauge symmetry
is broken, the gauge symmetry is approximately recovered inside the domain wall. Never-
theless, the localized gauge field on the domain wall never becomes massless. The lowest
mass of localized gauge field is inevitably of order inverse of the domain wall that is the
same order of all the KK modes. Therefore, in principle, we cannot distinguish the lightest
massive gauge bosons from the other KK modes. In contrast, the solitons in this work live
in the confining vacua where the gauge symmetry is not broken. As we shown in this work,
the lightest mass of localized gauge bosons is controlled only by the charge of the stabilizer,
and it is nothing to do with the soliton width. Therefore, we can introduce two independent
mass scales: the one is the lightest gauge boson mass and the other is superheavy mass of
the KK towers. For phenomenological purpose, see for example Ref. [51], our model has an
advantage compared to other models with topological solitons in the Higgs phase.
As a future direction, it might be interesting to study the intersections of domain walls
studied in Sec. VI. In this work, we only considered the intersection of two domain walls at
right angle. In general, we can consider multiple domain walls, for example, three domain
walls intersect at three different intersection points. We can also include fermions, and
investigate whether such model provides a realist four dimensional model like intersecting
D-branes [69].
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